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FIRST PART.

General Discussion

in Plenary Meeting of the Assembly
(September 4th to 6th, 1924)

AND

Resolution adopted by the Assembly
on September 6th, 1924

SIXTH PLENARY MEETING
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 4th, 1924, AT 11 A.M,

CONTENTS: The late war was commended in my country as
being a war to end all wars. Alas, the human eye

26. REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS : sees but little prospect of that hope and that pledge
Speech by Mr. MacDonald (British Empire). being fulfilled. I do not know what the Divine

mind sees the Divine mind that sees the future
as clearly as you and I can see the present-but I

President :Mi. MOTTA. hope it sees more calm confidence in the future,
and more happiness in it, than the human mind

26. REUCTIO OF ARMAMENTS: S H can see that human mind which has to nourish
its faith upon appearances. If the future is to

BY MR. MACDONALD (BRITISH EMPIRE). justify our confidence and our happiness, it will
be owing solely to the deliberations, the negotia-

The President : tions, the work and the agreement of the League
Translation: The next item on the agenda is the of Nations. (Applause.)

discussion on the reduction of armaments. The danger of supreme importance which is
Mr.: MacDonald, Prime Minister of Great Britain facing us now is that national security should

and first delegate of the British EIinpire, willand first delegate of the British E ixpire, will be regarded merely as a military problem and based
address the Assembly. solely on the predominance of force. For a moment

(As Mr. MacDonald mounted the platform, the this may serve. For a moment it may lull to sleep.
whole Assembly rose to its feet and greeted him with For a moment it may enable large nations and
loud and prolonged applause.) small to believe that their existence will no longer

be challenged. But, my friends, there is an evolution
Mr. Ramsay MaeDonald (British Empire) in every plan and a consequence of every idea,

and if, after all the appalling evidence in historyMr. President, I am very glad that it has been my that military e cannot ive security, we to-g that military force cannot give security, we to-good fortune to have an opportunity of taking part dy go back and repeat the follies of our ancestors,
in the work of the League of Nations. The League he the ecurity ive for the
of Nations, both as an organisation and as a spirit, betrayal of the nation that we lull to seey underbetrayal of the nation that we lull to sleep under
is struggling under somewhat adverse circumstances i. (Applause.)
and I am here to-day as a pledge that the country
I represent - Great Britain - will use every In offering some observations upon this theme
means in its power to widen the influence and to and in commenting on various proposals which
increase the authority of the League (Applause.) have been made in connection with it, I wish

Ah, my friends, the emotions that come to one to assure the Assembly that the fact of my speaking
as one stands here, facing delegates from over half first does not mean that what I am going to say
a, hundred nations - many of them devastated, all is something thrown at your heads and that you
of them impoverished, owing to the war !- will be allowed to say what you like afterwards.
facing delegates battling against those adverse No, my friends, we are here for co-operative dis-
circumstances, and yet hoping against hope very cussion. (Hear, hear.) We are here to listen to one
often, determined sometimes when determination another. We are here to put our ideas into a com-
appears to be little better than folly, that by our mon pool and no delegation is more determined to
intelligence and by our good will we shall, through pursue that policy than the British delegation of
the League of Nations, lay securely and finally the which I happen to have the honour to be the head
foundations of peace upon earth. (Applause.) at the present moment. (Hear, hear.)
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Now, let us be quite clear upon one thing. The the last word has not been spoken regarding this
British Government has not given an adverse draft Treaty and it wishes that the matter shall
report upon the draft Treaty of Mutual Assistance be further considered.
because it is indifferent to the problem of national What assistance can we give now to those
security. That is not true. preparing the way? Where does the League

The British Government feels, as I am sure stand in its pursuit of peace and of the essential
the whole of the Assembly feels, under the greatest conditions under which arms can be reduced?
obligation to the men who sat on the Commission I think the first problem is the League itself, its
that produced that draft Treaty. These things composition. (Hear, hear.) This League, if it is
have to be done. Why, my friends, none of us to have the authority to give security, must be
have inherited a tilled soil prepared for peace. a comprehensive League. This League will
I wish we had. Our position rather is the position remain inefficient unless it includes not only the
of the early pioneer who went to Australia, to threatened nations but the threatening or the
Africa, and to the very remote parts of the world so-called threatening nations. Both must be there.
to find that, within an inch of the landing-place (Applause.)
where they set foot, they had to blaze the trail, There are our American friends, remote geo-
they had to fell the forest, they had to dig the graphically, blissfully and enviably separated
ground, they had to tear up the evil roots that from the troubles that lie at our doors. Europe
were in possession of the ground in front of them. for the last few years has not offered America a
They toiled and toiled and toiled not for immediate very attractive companionship. (Laughter.) If,
harvest but in order to make great preparations; like a bel ved partner, America had found us
as a result of that preparatory toil, you are shown, sitting at its fireside, I am not quite sure that its
when you now go to these regions, their smiling domestic felicities would have been of the very
and their peaceful fields. best kind. I, therefore, never believed that

Such is our work. Such is the work of the League America would do anything but leave us alone,
of Nations. Such is the contribution to that work but America has in fact rendered us very valuable
made by the Commission, which prepared this help. We have never, so far as I know, asked the
draft Treaty which the British Government, for assistance of America to do ad hoe work, but she
various reasons, has stated that it cannot regard has come in and loyally given us all the support
as the final word upon this important subject. that she possibly can. (Applause.)

Our position briefly is this. We do not believe In the recent London Conference, which I think
that military alliances will bring security. We has so splendidly changed the European outlook,
believe that a military alliance within an agree- America played a most helpful part. One day,
ment for security is like a grain of mustard seed. not because we are going to appeal to her, not
Small to begin with, it is the essential seed of the because we are going to bring pressure to bear
arrangement and that seed, w;th the years, will upon her, but because we ourselves shall have been
grow and grow until at last the tree produced from wise enough to render successful our own efforts
it will overshadow the whole of the heavens and for peace, America's own heart will incline her to
we shall be back in exactly the military position come in, and then she will find that a welcome
in which we found onrselves in 1914. and an honoured place are awaiting her in our

Moreover, the British Government, wishing to counsels (Applause.)
carry out to the full, every comma, every sentence, But there is Germany and there is Russia.
of any obligation to which it puts its signature, Now, Germany cannot remain outside the
cannot, will not, put its signature to an indefinite League of Nations. (Applause.) If I may use
document. If we are going to undertake obligations, a formula that may be misunderstood-I hope
if we say we are going to carry them out, we want it will not be-we cannot afford to allow her to
to know exactly what they are. An obligation remain outside. There is not a single question
based upon psychology, an obligation based upon regarding armaments, regarding the conditions
fear of other people, an obligation that we may of peace, regarding security, regarding the safety
have to meet, not because a nation has been faced and the guarantee of the existence of the small
by enemies sent to beset it by the Devil, but nations-not a single one-that we can discuss
because a nation may be beset by enemies on amongst ourselves, with a menacing vacant chair
account of its own policy: this sort of obligation in our midst. (Applause.)
we cannot undertake because, if we did undertake Neither can Germany remain outside in her own
it - I want to tell you perfectly honestly - we interests. Negotiations with an isolated Berlin
should find, when we tried to carry it out, that can never be effective. The London Conference
public opinion would make it impossible for us created a new relationship between Germany and
to do so. the other European States and that relationship

Further, if the Assembly will look at the should now be sealed and sanctified by Germany's
amendments to the draft Treaty which have been appearance on the floor of thisAssembly. (Applause.)
proposed and will put them all in, it will see that The League of Nations takes upon itself the first
together they destroy the draft Treaty even when task of creating once again a European system, and
they are offered in support of it. that European system never will exist until our late

Certain amendments proposed by certain enemies have ceased to be our enemies and have
Governments and described as essential were come in to take their co-operative part in that
considered and rejected by the Commission, and system. I hope that, in spite of the difficulties and
if they had not been so rejected the Commission the technicalities that still, apparently, remain
would never have obtained unanimity in the in the way, this will be done at once. (Applause.)
preparation of the draft Treaty. Let us begin a new era for the League, as I hope

I may be wrong, but I am profoundly of the we are beginning a new era in Europe. I should like
opinion that, for these reasons, if such an obligation very much, sir, if it were possible, during the
were imposed upon the nations affiliated to the three or four weeks in which the Assembly will
League it would break the League. Great secessions continue its session, that this matter should be
would take place and a large number of nations taken up, not with an idea of postponing it, but
that would remain in affiliation to the League with the idea of settling it now, once and for all.
would do so with such a reserve that the obligation (Applause.)
they had accepted would be of no value whatever. As regards Russia, the situation is somewhat
The British Government has, therefore, felt that different. The Russian Soviet Government believes
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in revolutions; it believes in the dissolution sion is arbitration, the setting up of a court or,
of the old as an essential preliminary to the creation rather, courts-because one court will not suffice
of the new. That being so, I can understand that for the purpose. There are judicial questions.
there is little attraction for it, in the League of There are political questions. There are questions
Nations. We are evolutionists. The revolutions that can only be settled by wise and enlightened
in which we believe are the organic revolutions to citizens. There are questions that can only be
which life has always to respond if it is to remain settled by the trained expert lawyer. A system
adjusted to its new circumstances. This is our view. of arbitration is a system of watching the clouds,

But even Russia has changed. It is now making a system of warning when a cloud, just the size
Treaties; it is now pursuing diplomatic methods. of a man's hand, appears above the horizon,
I hope that the agreement reached between the and the taking of steps at once, not of a military
British Government and the Soviet Government kind but of a rational and judicial kind, to charm
of Russia is not only the first of a series of agree- it out of existence. The test is, Are you willing
ments, but the first indication that the Soviet to arbitrate ? The test is, Are you willing to
Government itself is prepared to become part of explain ? The test is, Will you come -before us
the co-operating European system, and so complete and tell us what you propose to do ? The test
the authority and influence of the League of Nations. is, Will you expose your commitments ? Are

This is what the League itself wants. Now, you afraid of the world ? Are you afraid of day-
what about its work ? HIow are we going to approach light, a lover of darkness and. timorous lest the
this problem of peace and security ? In talking world should know what is in your mind ? Such
to friends, Mr. President, I am sometimes appalled is the test, the only test. (Loud applause.)
to find how little outsiders knows about the prac- e are now passing through a transition period.
tical work of the League. If, in their minds, the do not lie that th i any man n thi
League nakese a mistake- say Silesia it is Assembly, not even my dear good friend Herriot,
blazed abroad in every newspaper throughout who feels the burden of that transition period more
the world. If the League gets a rebuff - say - than I do. We have inherited tremendous responsi-
well, perhaps I had better not say (laughter), you bilities. God knows that sometimes we feel they are
con fill in the blanks according to your tastes too heavy for us. We have inherited the working
and your knowledge - that too is blazed abroad. of an old system. If we were to issue an instruction
The quiet work done by the Committees is realised button hould b removed from he vet of
by very few. I hope that, before the month is official we should be almost afraid of the
over, the world will be better acquainted with resul and the repercussion of such a change.
our magnificent practical work than it is at pre- ,
sent. (Applause.) The world seems a weary place to us, to those of

In connection with the question of peace and who have not the luu hope I shall not be
security, I want to mention one matter that gives isunderstood of being Prime Ministers of
me much concern. Apart from the great n ati States, but who have the awful burden of
organisation of arms, there is a very active and a dealing with our own country one day, with a
growing illegal and illicit private traffic in and Dominion the next day, with a, foreign country the
export of arms. This is not satisfac, with a mandatedtory the afterwar wit m t t day
understanding is that these shall not exist; in after that, with all the complexities f race, with
cerltain treaties such practice is absolutely prohi- all the complexities of creed, with all the complexi-certain treaties such practice is absolutely prohi- ties of historical traditions. There we sitbs aut the
bited, and, if I may say it, for any of the Allies historial traditions. There we sitt the
to wink at it and not to put their feet hard down sme desk da after day, turning at one hour to
upon it is not playing the game. (Applause.) one question and the next hour to the otherupon it*is not playing the game. (Applause.) Ie say, God knows that the burdens of such an office

I hope that all the Powers directly or indirectly of uch an office
concerned in this manufacture and traffic will are v often too heavy for a pair of human
be frowned upon, without the least hesitation, by shoulders to carry.
all the authorities of the League of Nations. The All the more anxious are we in this transition
British Government takes a very firm stand in period to welcome changes. We must hold out one
the matter, and I appeal to you for your support. hand to the past and the other hand to the future,

This, however, is a side-issue, important though and move steadily on, taking the past with us and
it may be. The main problem is the problem of embracing the prospect of the hopes and comforts
national security in relation to national arma- which the future gives us.
ments. Let us face it as realists not as senti- I must, therefore, be very careful. I am in favour
mentalists or as mere idealists, but as scientific of arbitration. I see nothing else for the world.
realists, who go right to the root of the whole If we cannot devise a proper system of arbitration,
problem. The superficial school, which imagines then do not let us fool ourselves that we are going
that, by putting certain phrases upon paper, it will to have peace. Iet us go back to the past! Let us
secure an enforcible obligation, is at once met go back to competitive armaments! Let us go back
by the impossibility of giving definitions to two to that false, whited sepulchre of security through
simple words. First of all, there is security. What military pacts - there is nothing else for us -
is security ? Secondly, there is aggression. What and let us prepare for the next war, because that
is aggression ? is inevitable!

Consider the latter word: What is aggression ? What is the problem ? We must devise more
Has any wit yet devised an act which of itself successfully than we have done hitherto the courts
makes first aggression absolutely clear ? Asa matter that are to operate under a system of arbitration.
of fact, everybody who knows their history knows We must explore more fully than we have done
this: that the ability to assign responsibility for hitherto the matters that ought to be referred and
aggression is always about the last thing to emerge, can be referred to those courts. at any rate to begin
and belongs to the historian who studies and writes with. We must visualise with more accuracy than
fifty years after a war and never to the politician we have done hitherto the nature of the obliga-
who lives through the beginnings of a war. (Ap- tions imposed upon States which arbitrate. For
plause.) instance, the question has arisen as to whether the

We can, however, approach the problem very Optional Clause in the Statute of the Permanent
closely. The one method by which we can secure, Court of International Justice would operate in
the one method by which we can approximate to war or in peace. Some of my friends say that it is
an accurate attribution of responsibility for aggres- universal. Others of my friends say: "No, it only
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operates in peace " That question must be settled if the large nations and the small represented
and established clearly. here to-day would only meet, would only create

Further, I want to know how far my Govern- the right commission, and inspire it with the
ment-my colleagues are with me in this-can go, determination that we had in London that no
even if some of you do not go so far. Ah, it is that obstacles should baulk us, the success of that
terrible problem of the practical blending of the commission would be assured within a year, and
ideal with the real which presses upon all of us the League of Nations would be able to summon
who want to change the mind and the system of the countries to a conference and then, by careful
Europe. handling, by patient work and by reasonable

I should propose that the Article in the Statute consideration, would obtain a successful issue for
of the Permanent Court which deals with arbitra- that Conference.
tion (that is, the Optional Clause) should be very One of the essentials is that all the nations
carefully examined by a Commission appointed must take part in the Conference. Another essential
by us, with a view to its being placed before this is that it must be held in Europe. It will be pro-
Assembly in a somewhat more accurate, expanded longed and if the really responsible men are to
and definite form than it now has. It is the be present they must be not very far from the
desire of the British Government to sign seats of their own Governments and be able to
undertakings like the Optional Clause of the Statute keep their hands on their national affairs whilst
of the Permanent Court, but before so great a step representing the interests of their countries at
is taken, it is proper that the clause should be the Disarmament Conference.
drafted in the most specific form possible. I I have one final proposal -- and I apologise for
have consulted my colleague and also the the length of time I am taking in addressing you
Governments of the Dominions with a view to this morning. My final point is this. The Cove-
considering the points to which I have referred. nant of the League of Nations contains ample

An essential condition of security and peace is provisions for starting arbitration, for the sanctions
justice. Justice must be allowed to speak before that are necessary and for all other eventualities
passion. That is arbitration. (Hear, hear.) that may arise. Alas, the Covenant was drafted

Parallel with this problem of arbitration is immediately after the war and before statesmen
the direct problem of armaments themselves. were able to see clearly the precise nature of the
I am very glad - and I think the Assembly will problems which the nations would have to face
thank me for taking note of this - to see here a year or two after the Armistice.
my old friend the Prime Minister of Denmark What we require now is that the Covenant itself
(M. Stauning) whose declaration regarding the should be elaborated. We do not want a new
army and navy of Denmark has really led the foundation. Before it is elaborated, it ought to
way for sane countries all the world over. be understood. I was very much surprised to find

As regards naval armaments, America has taken that some Members of the League of Nations took
the first step. We came to an agreement there. the view they did of a reference in the letter sent
Sometimes I have heard things said about a certain by the British Government to the Secretariat of
review at Spithead a week or two ago. I wonder the League regarding the draft Treaty of Mutual
what the gentlemen who object to the review would Assistance -- the reference to the fact that the
have said if I had kept all those ships in my pocket Council of the League in military matters could
and assured the world that I had none at all. I only recommend.
challenge this Assembly on this question. We I was surprised to find that some people imagined
came to an agreement at Washington. We signed that the British Government was thereby trying
that agreement. No country which signed that to take from the Council some power which it
agreement is fulfilling it in the letter and in the now possesses. This is not true. There was never
spirit with more accuracy and more determination any such intention. What is wanted is an accurate
than Great Britain itself. We have fulfilled reading of the Covenant. Those who signed the
that agreement as we fulfil all agreements of that Covenant, Article 16 for instance, made it per-
character. I think that we might now go further. fectly clear that on military matters the Council
I hope that Washington is not "weary in its would only be an advisory body; on economic
well-doing". I should be very glad to have and other matters the signatories to the Covenant
further communications so that more explorations did not even call in the Council, but there and
can be undertaken onthe great problem of naval then took upon themselves directly the obligation
armaments. of acting in a hostile way to nations that did not

Land armaments, however, are far more difficult observe the provisions of the Covenant. Ah,
to deal with, and they touch us here far more the Covenant is very much stronger than some
intimately. Let us be realists again. Supposing of our friends imagine.
that this Assembly was here and now to convene The British Government thinks that the matter
an International Conference for the reduction of should now be explored, beginning with the
armaments. What would happen ? Absolute Covenant, applying the Covenant to our present
failure. Why? Because the preparations for it circumstances, and, in the spirit of the League of
have not been adequately made. We must Nations, developing a policy that will give security
prepare the way. We must cr-ate an atmosphere. and reduce armaments.
We must have confidence. We must have a The British Government stands by the Covenant.
machinery. There lies the opportunity for the The British Government has no wish to reduce the
League from this very moment onward. The London authority of the Council. It rather wishes to ex-
Conference has helped by restoring a reasonable tend the authority of the Council consistently
national policy in Europe. with the continued existence and the prosperity

If Germany were in the League what a tre- of the League. Articles 10, 12, 13, 15 and 16 of the
mendous help that would be ! If we had the be- Covenant might well form themselves into a charter
ginnings of arbitration, well devised terms of of peace if we would only apply them and fill
reference, Courts well considered and the larger them out.
Powers subscribing to the declaration, what a What is the position in which we find ourselves 1
substantial step forward that would be! All this We are here preparing, as I see it. for the Inter-
can be done this year. Why not ? Wlhat is in national Armaments Conference. This ought to
the way ? Our own fears and our own suspicions. be our object. If we can remove the obstacles
If we would only take our courage in our hands, we shall have done a tremendous amount of work
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- work which, by its very nature, is bound to frame of historical and personal individuality in abe permanent, once it is done, because the reason military world. Pacts or no pacts, you will be inva-and the morality of the world will stand. by it so ded; pacts or no pacts, you will be crushed; pacts orloyally. no pacts, you will be devastated. The certainHere, we are going to make speeches. We are victim of a military age and the military organisa-going to lay down our views. The people who will tion of society, is the small nation which dependsspeak are responsible men and women. We have a upon its moral claims in order to live. Evil will bedraft Treaty in front of us. We have the various made upright and entirely free to do its work, if youGovernments' criticisms upon that draft Treaty. fling yourselves once more into that security whichWe have, in addition, a most interesting and has never made you secure since the world started.profitable American plan. Let us take those as Our interests for peace are far greater than ourour preparations up to date. Let us hand them interests in creating a machinery of defence. Aover to a commission that will prepare for the machinery of defence is easy to create but bewareArmaments Conference and let us see to it that lest in creating it you destroy the chances of peace.even before we rise, before the Assembly breaks The League of Nations has to advance the interestsup, some substantial progress shall be made in of peace. The world has to be habituated to ourco-ordinating these ideas and in producing from existence; the world has to be habituated to ourtheir apparent diversities some measure of agree- influence; we have to instil into the world confi-ment and consent. dence in the order and the rectitude of law, and then
During the next few months let us work in our nations - with the League of Nations enjoying theown countries, hard and sleeplessly, to remove all authority, with the League of Nations looked upobstacles; if that is done I am sure that the League to, not because its arm is great but because its mindwill never require to apologise for itself in the eyes is calm and its nature just- can pursue theirof the world. We here are practical men, responsible destinities with a feeling of perfect security, none

for Governments and responsible for the welfare daring to make them afraid.
of our nations and there is not a single one of us who This is the outlook of the British Government,
will sacrifice national welfare. Fortuna!tely, it and this is the policy by which it stands and tois not necessary, because the higher the standard which it invites the League of Nations to adhere.
of welfare of any nation, the more valuable is that
nation as a co-operator with other nations in the (Loud and prolonged applause. Mr. MacDonald
European system. The world expects much of us. left the platform amidst renewed ppluse nd
Can we not have the courage to give the world acclamations from all the delegates.)
what it expects The President:

History is full of invasions, full of wars and of 
aggressions and there have always been pacts, tribute to the eloquence of the speaker, but I amalways military guarantees and always military

security. The history of the world is a, history sure it is at the same time a token of appreciationsecurity, The history of the world is a, history of the admirable way in which the speech has beenwhich shows the nations always ready for war and way in which the speech has been
always at war, and the one is absolutely essentially interpreted. (Loud and prolonged applause.)
and organically connected with the other. History propose that the Assembly should now adjourn.
is full of the doom of nations which have trusted (Assent.)
that false security. If there is no objection, the next plenary meeting

Above all, I appeal to the small nations, to the will take place at 4 p.m. (Assent.)
leaders of the small nations which maintain the The Assembly rose at 12.45 p.m.

SEVENTH PLENARY MEETING
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 4TH, 1924, AT 4 P.SM.

CONTENTS: M. Skrzynski, first delegate of Poland and
27. REDUCTION OF ARMAMEN TS: CONTINUATION OF THE Minister for Foreign Affairs, will address the

DISCUSSION. Assembly.
Speeches by M. Skrzynski (Poland), Mr. (M. Skrzynski mounted the platform amidst theMatthew Chaflton (Australia), Jonkheer van ppse of the Assemby.)Kareteek (Netherlands),applause of the Assembly.)Karnebeek (Netherlands).

28. COMPOSITION OF THE DANISH DELEGATION.
Communication by the President. M. Srzynski (Poland):

Translation : Mr. President, ladies and29. REDUCTION OFr ARMAMENTS: CONTINUATION OF 'THE gentlemen - I must confess that I rise to speak
DISCUSSION . with feelings of deep emotion. Ever since theSpIeech by M. Stauning (Denmark). Assembly of the League of Nations first met,

- . I have encountered each year ever-increasing
President : M. MOTTA numbers of my compatriots who look to this

platform with heavy but expectant hearts, always27. - REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS : hoping to hear words which would be no lessthan
CONTINUATION OF THE DISCUSSION. deeds.

The President: In past years this place has been occupied bydistinguished men who have one and all kindledTranslation: The first item on the agenda is the a torch of faith, trust and idealism that lightscontinuation of the discussion on the reduction the way for all who are met here to-day, and whoof armaments. share the same noble ideals of peace and justice.
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Thanks to them the task imposed upon the re- aid in the solution of the immense problem of
presentatives of the countries, when they rise to labour. But that does not alter the fact that this
speak in this Assembly, is far easier. problem must be solved, because it is the fountain

There is no need for me to speak on broad and head of the power that drives the world; it will
general issues. I wish to explain to you simply be solved, for man's future depends on energy
and frankly how my country, and public opinion and work, and these two forces demand and insist
in my country, interpret the abstract words that that the problem shall be solved. But this problem
are on the lips of all; for even when we agree upon can only be solved in a stable and secure world.

general ideas, we still have to reach agreement This leads us to the second great problem con-
as to their application Only thus can we avoid fronting the world: Disarmament.
the error of those peoples who, in ancient days, Disarmament is impossible unless security and

assembled to erect a tower to the skies, and failed, stability are general throughout the world. Only
because they could not reach an understanding. then can work be found for those who cannot

We, however, cannot possibly offert heir excuse, use their energies unless they really feel the confi-

and plead that we cannot all speak the same tongue. dence that is born of complete security and sta-

We all speak one tongue-some of us, perhaps, bility.
better than others.. We are agreed, too, upon The picture which I am attempting to present
general principles. of the problems of to-day would be incomplete

I trust that my words will be received as the without a reference to the red line which divides
contribution of a humble workman making some the map of Europe. On our eastern border, the
definite addition to a great building which has horizon is still ablaze with flames. Is it the dawn
been designed and planned by others. of a new and wondrous day, or is it the red glow

Before explaining the attitude of the Polish of a dying fire upon a starless sky ? The answer
Government and of public opinion in my country to this question will, nay, can only be found by
towards the problem of the reduction of armaments, the collective wisdom of the world.
I would remind the Assembly that Poland may I now come to the Treaty of Mutual Assistance.
be said to have had the mournful privilege of being We have, of course, accepted it in deference to

the forerunner of this great idea. Disarmament the distinguished men who planned it with a view
was the daily topic in every political assembly. to the practical application of the articles of the

We said-and it was a truism-that a disarmed Covenant of the League regarding security. We
country could not possibly be attacked, since it have accepted it, although we consider that there
could not arouse mistrust or ill-will on the part are certain points, in particular, the definition
of its neighbours. of aggression, which require further precision.

That was in the seventeenth century. We, it How could we reject it ? The draft Treaty, as the

is clear, came too early into a world that was old. British Prime Minister said this morning, is really

You know what happened. an attempt to interpret and amplify the articles
I will merely remind you that Poland was of the Covenant.

partitioned by men who had words of peace upon There is one point in the Treaty of Mutual
their lips. Frederick the Great spoke of the necessity Assistance which may give rise to controversy;
of peace, and Poland must be partitioned, it was I refer to the complementary agreements. Open
said, to prevent a war between two empresses about to criticism though this part of the Treaty may be,
Turkey. There were constant allusions to "equality", it would not of itself have led us to reject the

but never a word of "law". What was meant was whole. Pacifists are entitled to argue that we
the equality of the shares into which Poland was must at all costs avoid setting up anything
divided ! resembling the international structure of the past.

My excuse in turning back to the past must be It is exceedingly difficult to give its due weight
that history should, I think, be given a place in to such a controversial matter. It is said that the
all that we say, for it will ever be the key to the complementary agreements will cause an increase
future. in armaments. On the other hand, they should be

Before speaking of the Polish Government, I regarded not as the cause, but as the consequence
would beg you to realise Poland's position in regard of the fact that universal solidarity has not yet
to the question of peace. I will try to portray been realised, that there are, as yet, no adequate
Poland to you in a few words, to show you as in a guarantees of peace and security. (Applause.)
vision what she is and what she thinks. I would When once we have secured moral disarmament,
that you could herken to the silence that, above when once the federation of the world is an

the roar of towns, the clamour of journalistic accomplished fact, these agreements will lose their
rivalry and the din of factories, broods over the purpose, but until then a nation that is resolved
field whither the devout and peaceful peasant, to endure cannot be expected to neglect its
inured to pain, betakes him day by day at dawn, security.
to till the soil, ready, if compelled, to turn soldier The theme of peace leads us to consider the
-and, if we may believe our friends, or, for that problem of justice, which was so eloquently
matter, our enemies, one of the best soldiers in expounded by the British Prime Minister this

the world. morning. Lest there should be any doubts in your
Of such is the soil of Poland; such is the minds, I wish to declare at the outset, on behalf

psychological foundation of past and present, of Poland, that, when some formula has been
wherein the roots of the tree of peace are deep found by means of which a would-be aggressor
implanted. can be brought to his knees before the bench of

Those who realise this truth will realise that international justice, we shall sign that formula
no Polish Government can do otherwise than with enthusiasm. (Applause.)
collaborate with the other nations in helping to But what is justice . Of course there is justice
make the dream of peace a reality. based on a recognised code of law; but there is

It is in this light that we view the grave diffi- another kind which is not based on any recognised
culties that are menacing the world - the terrible law; it can also be called justice but it cannot be
crises in finance, in economics and in production, mentioned in the same breath as peace, for justice
that have culminated in an appalling situation, in the abstract, without law, means revolution.
in strife and contention between men who wish to I look forward with confidence to the day when
work and cannot. it will be possible to introduce into international

We feel that we are powerless to give effective life some such code of law and some such procedure
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as are practised in national life. The establishment for a long time to come. The future was beingof the Permanent Court of International Justice discussed and he was told that precautions wereis an important move in the right direction. On useless, because the matter in question was obvious.December 13th, 1920, the Assembly formally His reply was : "If it is obvious when not mentioned,approved the Statute of the Court of International it will be still more obvious in writing."Justice. That day was a memorable one in the In short, firmly though I believe in a peace basedevolution of international life, for it marked a. on justice, I do not think that any human tribunaldefinite breach with the old traditions by which, can become a temple of peace unless it is built onafter the jurists had prepared their cases, the the corner-stone that you have laid here in thisnational interests were guided by certain fixed Assembly.
considerations. For in the innermost shrine of this temple ofThere is one other point upon which the British peace, which will be a temple of justice, we shallPrime Minister rightly laid stress. .ll the incalculable deposit the public law of Europe, the sacred charterpolitical elements which lead to the outbreak of written in the blood of soldiers and the blood ofwar must be taken into consideration, and we must martyrs. (Applause.)
see that a system of arbitration is organised here I must ask pardon for having detained you soand now to prevent further conflicts arising from long. I should like in conclusion to summarise thethe present trend of events, the conflicting interests position in a few words.
and the misunderstandings which cloud the Our attitude towards the problems of disarma-atmosphere of Europe. ment and peace is as follows :Arbitration- that is the watchword of the future. We are convinced that disarmament will bringWe believe in it, we consider it a factor that will lasting benefit to mankind. We desire peace. Butmake for security and stability. I rejoiced this what is needed to bring peace and disarmament,morning when I heard the British Premier raise what is likewise needed to solve the problem ofarbitration on high and proclaim its inviolability. under-production and the lack of markets, is stabi-Arbitration creates clearly-defined situations, lity, security. That is the condition which we mustWe cannot, of course, begin to consider forthwith fulfil; that is the essential condition.how we are to evolve the procedure of international Our ardent desire is that the nations should unitelaw. One point, however, we can discern even a, to solve this problem; but we are also convincedthis stage, namely, that it will be necessary to that, without such unity, we shall be faced withapply to international law the principles and ideas failure. It is through the League alone that unitywhich have formed the basis of legal practice, will be achieved, the League alone can call theaccording to the esprit des lois ever since the time world in council on disarmament.of Montesquieu, namely, the separation of legis- We must begin with moral disarmament. Thislature from judicature and the consequent inde- League which you have built is like an arch,pendence of judges. through which we see in the far but sunlit distanceWhat do we mean by the independence of the generations of to-morrow. All can pass beneathjudges ? Not that they are proof against political the arch, but none as through the Caudine Forks.or material influences; in that respect they are If, and only if, all the world works with a willabove suspicion. But the more closely a judge to build the arch solidly and well, then, I amis bound by a fixed code, by an accepted law, convinced, the League will become in very truththe greater his independence. the arch of a triumphant peace. (Renewed ap-In certain countries where there is no written plause.)

code, custom is a yet more powerful law. In
international life, however, we cannot rely on The President:
custom, for it is the greatest merit of ourAssembly Translation: Mir. Matthew Charlton, delegatethat it has broken with tradition. The international of Australia, will address Assembly.
judge, then, must owe his independence to the
fact that he is bound by a fixed and clearly- Mr. Matthew Charlon (Australia):
defined code familiar to all. Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen - I intendThis code is, of course, that constituted by to be very brief in my remarks, confiningmyselfthe treaties. But if the peoples are one day to the question of disarmament. I have beenaunanimously to agree to entrust the settlement strong supporter of the League of Nations fromof political disputes to compulsory arbitration, its inception and I listened with pleasure to theand so to consent to transfer part of their eloquent opening address of the Acting Presidentsovereign rights to another authority- which outlining what had been accomplished by themust clearly be the Council of the League - League.
they will naturally not do so unless the judge I beg to congratulate the Right Honourable thebefore whom they must appear can base his Prime Minister of Great Britain on the very ablejudgment on a clear and definite code, backed address which he delivered this morning. Duringby sanctions, affording a guarantee to all countries his few months of office he has done yeomanand recognising the inviolability of established service in establishing better international relations,reaties and territorial statutes. To do otherwise and his efforts are greatly appreciated by thewould simply be to take a leap in the dark. people.

I may, of course, be told that all this is obvious, Considering the gigantic problems with whichthat no one would dream of disputing such it has had to deal, the League has done valuablematters. I do not maintain that they can be dis- work during the five years of its existence. Itputed and I am quite willing to admit that they must, however, be remembered that, at theare obvious, that public law is recognised, is valid inception of the League, the principal probleand that it rests upon treaties which have been which concerned the people, was that of dis-signed and are accepted by all. Nevertheless it armament and peace, and we must ask ourselvesmay occasionally be said that a treaty was a mis- the question as to how far we have succeededtake, or that in view of the conditions under which in this connection, since Europe to-day is a muchit was concluded it must in course of time be greater armed camp than it was in 1913, sinceamended. there are over one million additional men underI will venture to cite a high authority, a great arms, notwithstanding the fact that the Treatystatesman at the Congress of Vienna in 1815, of Versailles provided for the reduction ofat which the affairs of the world were settled armaments in some countries.
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This state of affairs means a considerablis anxiety sshould be removed if a world

increased military cost to be borne by the respective Conference were held and provision made whereby

nations, in addition to the very heavy load of every nation would be committed to a general

indebtedness incurred by the recent war, and leads reduction of armaments, leaving all matters of

the public mind to doubt whether the League international dispute to be settled by arbitration

will be able to achieve its object. It is therefore or any other method that may be devised.

a matter of urgency that something tangible should I earnestly appeal to delegates who, I am sure,

be done at this meeting of the Assembly to deal have a sincere desire to eradicate the barbarous

with the paramount question of disarmament, method of warfare and to institute some means of

which is the foundation upon which all other dealing, without recourse to war, with those inter-

matters rest. national troubles which must inevitably occur from

It is very difficult to solve such a problem time to time.
when so many nations remain outside the League If this is not done it will only be a matter of time

and it is very doubtful whether, at present, when the public confidence in the utility of the

America, Germany, Russia and Turkey would League of Nations to secure peace will be dissipated

be prepared to join the League if invited. In this and the energy and good work accomplished by

connection I entirely agree with the remarks of those who played such a prominent part in the

the Right Honourable the Prime Minister of effort to obviate further wars will be of no avail;

Great Britain as to the League issuing an we shall then gradually drift back to the condition

invitation to Germany during the present session. of things which existed in 1914, and, should another

In view of the recent agreement on reparations great war occur, it may end our present-day

she may now be prepared to accept such an civilisation. (Applause.)
invitation. I want to say to my fellow delegates that I stand

It is, therefore, the duty of this Assembly to here to-day not as a representative of the

formulate some scheme for the nplqposee of bringing Government. I have the honour to be the leader

all nations tooether to discuss the question of oftheAustralianLabourPartywhichis HisMajesty's

disarmament; it is clear that, so long as certain Opposition in the Commonwealth Parliament, and I

nations adjacent to those which are Members am here by invitation of the Australian Government.

of the League, are armed to the teeth all must The Australian Government has set an example

for their own security maintain a strong military which, I think, should be followed by every country

organisation. in the world. If you want to secure peace, you

In this connection I agree with the suggestion must realise that this is no party question but is a

of the Right Honourable the Prime Minister of matter which should be devoid of all Party

Great Britain as to holding a World's Conference, significance and should be dealt with from a

but I differ from him in regard to procedure. I am national point of view.

strongly of the opinion that the atmosphere has Governments come and Governments go-there

been created and that this is the psychological are changes day after day-but this question

moment for the League. which is composed of remains; it can only be dealt with by recognising

fifty-four nations, to issue an invitation to all that every political force should be represented

countries to meet at a given date to discuss the at these particular Conferences. I do not know

question of disarmament. to what extent this is the case as regards this

Such an invitation, in all probability, would Assembly. I am a stranger amongst you, but

meet with a favourable response; representative men I want to say that, in my view, if the League

would thereby be enabled to present their views, an of Nations is to be a success, you must see that

atmosphere would thus be created which would tend every line of political thought in your different

to establish more cordial relations between nation countries is represented here so that all the dif-

and bring about that spirit of sweet reasonableness ferent parties in your countries will be welded

which is so necessary if an agreement providing for together and common action thereby secured in

a scheme of general disarmament is to be reached - regard to this particular question.

a scheme whereby the nations would be relieved of I want to say, further, that if we are to live up

heavy military expenditure and a scheme which to our promises, if the statements made by leading

might eventually induce all nations to come public men during the war and at its close to

within the jurisdiction of the League. the effect that it was a war to end war, are to be

Already much has been achieved outside the realised, we must act. If the statements then

League. The Washington Conference, which was made, to the effect that the sacrifices of those

limited to nations interested. in the Pacific, decided who took part in the war would not be in vain,

on the reduction of capital ships, but this decision are to be realised, something must be done

does not relieve those nations of military expendi- immediately. We cannot permit procrastination.

ture, inasmuch as additions may be made to the Five years have gone by and the time has arrived

othei branches of the navy. when we should take some definite action. If

Neither did the Conference take any definite we do not, we shall see the beginning of the end

action on the question of air and military defences. of one of the best institutions that has ever been

These are questions that cannot be definitely created, for already I realise that four or five of

settled except by the co-operation of all nations your Members are not represented at this gathering.

under a general scheme of disarmament. We find that the cost of defence is increasing

Recently the London Conference was held under in every country and the expenditure of the

the very able guidance of the Right Honourable League is also growing, but, if the latter cost

the Prime Minister of Great Britain and an agree- double the present amount, the sum involved

ment was reached in regard to the question of would be a mere bagatelle if it were able to bring

reparations which relieves the position considerably about effective disarmament. The public sees that

as far as France and other nations are concerned. military expenditure is increasing year after year,

One cannot help but sympathise with France and whilst we know that good work has been done

owing to the great devastation which she suffered and is being done, thanks to the gentlemen who

during the recent war, and I can well understand have played such a prominent part in connection

her anxiety regarding her future security-an with this League, we cannot make the public

anxiety which, no doubt, has much to do with feel as we feel. The people want to see something

France's advocacy of the Treaty of Mutual tangible done; they want to see a movement in the

Assistance. direction of disarmament; they want to see the
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load which they are carrying removed as far as tainty which still hovers over the League does not
possible. That can only be done by taking decisive cause me disquiet. The League will last because it
action. lives. (Applause.) It lives because it was bound

I do not know your form of procedure; I do to be. It was bound to be, because mankind has
not know whether resolutions can be moved here entered upon an era of inter-relationship, and even
at this meeting, but I say this: It would ill become States cannot stand aside. (Applause.)
me, as I do not represent a Government and have But I venture to address you now because,
not taken a leading part in your deliberations whatever the practical outcome of our deliberations,
previously, to move a resolution, but I think that we must not allow the nations which are listening
a resolution should emanate in some way from this to us to think that the Covenant, which is the
body calling upon the Council to take immediate fountainhead of our power, the foundation on which
steps to invite all the nations of the world to a we stand, cannot provide the conditions essential
Conference without delay for the purpose of to solve the problem of armaments and peace.
discussing disarmament. The people in all parts We cannot allow them to think that the League is
of the world will thereby see that this League unequal to its task. This would be not merely
is living, that it is attempting something, and a misfortune, but something worse-an unpardon-
that, no doubt, something definite will be decided. able blunder.

I only put those views briefly before you so What is the aim of the Covenant a In my
that you may know the attitude which is adopted opinion Article 12 of the Covenant is the corner-
by the Party that I have the honour to lead in stone of the whole edifice. Article 12 contains
Australia. We are in favour of the League of the undertaking that no Member shall have resort
Nations and we want to see it make good. But to war until the dispute in question has been
we do say that if there is to be delay year after submitted to arbitration or mediation by the
year, disaster will overtake the League. This, Council, and until a period of three months after
therefore, is the psychological moment. Let us the award by the arbitrators or the report by
strike whilst the iron is hot ! Let something be the Council. Such is the law by which we are
done towards the convening of a World Conference. governed at present, and we must always bear
You will thereby be laying the foundations of it in mind.
your League, and the questions with which you The Peace Conference of 1899 produced a per-
have been dealing and those with which you have manent organisation for the peaceful solution of
to deal will be resting on a solid foundation. The international disputes, and at the same time left the
only solid foundation is disarmament and a Powers free to avail themselves of it or not at their
universal peace. (Applause.) own discretion.

The second Conference, held in 1907, improved
The President: the mechanism of that organisation.
Trfanslation : Jonkheer van Karnebeek first Since that time ideas have progressed, and events

delegate of the Netherlands, Minister for Foreign have taken place that have awakened international
Affairs and former President of the Assembly, will consciousness. In 1919, the Covenant of the
address the Assembly. League was drawn up, imposing upon an exhausted

humanity the alternative obligations of arbitration
(Jonkheer van Karnebeek mounted the platform and mediation in any dispute likely to lead to a

amidst the applause of the Assembly.) rupture.
Since that time therefore we have been under

Jonklhecr van Karnebeek (Netherlands): obligation to find a peaceful solution for all inter-
Translation Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen national disputes. Such is the progress we have

- The Netherlands Government has twice had the achieved, and the League of Nations is its
honour of setting forth its views on the problems symbol. Temporisation, mediat on and judicial
of security and the reduction of armaments within procedure-these are the means imposed by the
the scheme laid down in the Covenant of the Covenant upon the Mlembers of the League in order
League of Nations. Its willingness to contribute to prevent war. It is surely our urgent duty to
its share towards the solution of this complex and elaborate and develop these means by special
difficult problem is unquestioned. The military treaties.
organisation of the Netherlands is now being reduced, You will realise, therefore, that even though
but the Government would welcome an opportunity war is not necessarily abolished in the Covenant,
of reducing it still further and thus lightening the and allowing for cases where it would still be
heavy burden of national expenditure. legally admissible according to the Covenant,

As regards the Treaty of Mutual Assistance, the yet by virtue of the system established under the
Netherlands Government has every respect for the Covenant it is subjected to such conditions that
motives of those Powers whose views are different there is virtually no longer any possibility of war,
from its own. It is ready, indeed, to admit the provided that the engagement we have all taken
justice of those motives; but, as it stated in its is observed and that our promises are kept.
last note, it cannot support them. My Government But, some one will say, supposing the engagement
has given its reasons, and I will not recapitulate is not kept ? Article 16 of the Covenant anticipates
them. Most States have expressed their views, this case, but is that enough ? Is not the draft
and the question with which we are faced, the Treaty of Mutual Assistance evidence that some
question which has given rise to this debate, is doubt seems to exist on this point ?
the course which, in these circumstances, the Permit me to ask a question. Assuming that
League is to take. the Treaty of Mutual Assistance had been accepted,

I do not claim to represent a Power which can have we reason to suppose that at the very moment
produce a solution of the problem. Others, more when it was to be enforced, the serious obligations
authoritative and bearing greater responsibilities, which it entails would be fulfilled, and that there
have been called upon to show us the way. We would be no breaches and no defections ? Why
have heard some and we have still to hear others, should this Treaty be more immune from those
and I earnestly hope that they will point out a fresh doubts which you considered it necessary to take
road and show us whither it leads. especially into account in connection with Article 1.2

I do not propose to discuss the League in general of the Covenant ? Should we not sooner or later
terms. My feelings and views in this matter, and be driven to resort once more to a supplementary
those of my country, are well known. The uncer- agreement ? And where would this end ?
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When we are faced by a problem as vital to 28. - COMPOSITION OF THE DANI S
mankind as that with which we are dealing to-day, DELEGATION : COMMUNICATION BY THE
we are entitled to say all that is in our minds' pRESIDENT.
I am afraid that if the Members of the League
cannot keep the engagement provided for in The President:
Article 12 of the Covenant, no other agreement Translation: Ladies and gentlemenWe have
can save them. This must have been the idea in the privilege of having with M. Stauning, thethe privilege of having with us M. Stauning, theLord Balfour's mind when he stated in the House rime Miniser of Denmark, a a membero the
of Lords last spring with reference to the draft nis r of aaeberdofethe
Treaty of Mutual Assistance : "The draft Treaty, the beging of the meeting the Danish
if carried out, was an attempt to buttress up one delegation informed me that M. Stauig would
treaty with another. If all the signatories to the act as first Danish delegate as long as he stays
Covenant of the League of Nations acted in the at Geneva.
spirit of that Covenant, there would be no war and A ecordingly, the third regular delegate,
no danger of war." iM. Borgbjerg, Minister for Social Affairs, becomes

The observance of Article 12 of the Covenant a substitute delegate as long as the Prime Minister
will be found to constitute one of the chief of Denmark is here.
guarantees of future international security. "No May I take this opportunity of extending as
war without previous appeal to arbitration or hearty a greeting to M. Stauning as I did yesterday
mediation"-that is the first commandment; to the heads of the Belgian, French and British
and the second: "After the arbitral award or the Governments. (Applause.)
report of the Council, wait three months."

Whatever resolutions we may adopt, either
at this Assembly or afterwards, whatever efforts 29. REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS 
we make, there is one thing upon which we are CONTINUATION OF THE DISCUSSION.
all agreed, namely, that we must be imbued
through and through with the spirit of those The President:
commandments to which we have, of our own Translation: M. Stauning has expressed a desire
free will, pledged ourselves. They must be to take part in the discussion, and I will nowproclaimed aloud, so that all, and especially our ask him to address the Assembly. He prefers
children to whom we hand on our heritage, may to speak in his native tongue, thus availing himself
know the real meaning of the League of Nations, of the privilege granted by Article 16, paragraph 2
and may hold that knowledge up before those in of the Rules of Procedure. He has provided a
whose hands their destinies are placed. In so French translation of his speech.
doing we shall be adding weight to the sanctions, 
for there is and can be no more powerful weapon Su Prime Minister of enmark, will
than an enlightened public opinion. (Applause.) address the Assembly.

We are on the hospitable soil of a country where, (M. Stauning mounted the platform amidst the
centuries ago, a solemni oath was taken, marking applause of the Assembly).
the beginningTof the national liberty and of the
common political life of the inhabitants. If at ing (
this fifth Assembly we declare our common S (enar
determination to respect Article 12 of the Covenant, Translation : Mr. President, ladies and
we take, as it were, an oath to obey its gentlemen-It is with feelings of keen pleasure
commandments; if, in addition, we all agree to that I have attended the first meetings of the
accept the obligatory jurisdiction of the Permanent fifth Assembly, and I would like to make a few
Court of International Justice, as provided for remarks on the eloquent speech which the Prime
in Article 36 of its Statute, and if, finally, we Minister of Great Britain delivered this morning'
succeed in enlisting in our ranks all the nations I regret that I have not been able to prepare
of the world, the fifth Assembly will not have my own speech in French or English, and that,
met in vain, and the world can look forward with owing to the pressure of my public duties, I must
renewed confidence towards the reduction of leave Geneva to-morrow morning. To my deep
armaments which is laid down in Article 8 of the regret, therefore, I cannot attend the whole of
Covenant. the discussion on the important question now

The Third Committee which is now meeting before us. I therefore crave your indulgence if
again, profiting by the suggestions made in the I speak to-day in my own language.
course of this discussion, will press forward with The pleasure which I feel in attending your
its all-important work, and will seek to bring meetings is all the greater because I regard the
conflicting opinions into line and explore new League of Nations as the realisation of the great
possibilities, thus bringing nearer the reduction of peace, justice and iternational co-
of armaments prescribed by the Covenant, operation.of. . ar s pcibe by . The hopes of all mankind centre around theThis is a heavy task-heavier perhaps than is vital issue which we are now discussing, because
generally realised-but we must never forget all the nations throughout the world are hoping to
that the Covenant means to us, nor the ground see the horrors and cruelties of war brought to
we have already won, nor the pact which we have an end for ever.
signed. Not until we look deep into the Covenant Like Mr. MacDonald, I hope that we shall soon
do we see its great wisdom and its moderation. see representatives of all nations assembled in this
The resources which it offers are immense and are hall to solve the great problems of justice, and so
adequate gradually to provide all that is necessary to secure world peace.
to complete that work of peace for which it was The serious economic evils that have arisen in
created. The outlook affords us every ground every country, even in neutral countries, have
for hope. (Unanimous and prolonged applause.) in these last years been fraught with most serious

consequences. It would therefore be a blessing
indeed if all peoples could be brought to discuss
these problems together and so find a satisfactory
solution.
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It gave me great satisfaction to hear the Prime all nations have only one desire-the maintenance
Minister of Great Britain emphasise so forcibly of peace. The whole Danish nation is inspired
the principle of compulsory arbitration. The by this desire and the Danish Government, therefore,
small States have long cherished the hope that hopes that the Parliament also will acquiesce.
this principle would be generally adopted, and The plans are not yet complete, but it is intended
they see in the triumph of this idea the only to effect a radical transformation of our military
effective guarantee for their cultural and economic forces. They will no longer be instruments of war;
development. the army and navy will be replaced by an arm

In my own country all political parties have which will simply maintain the supervision of the
for long been striving to secure the settlement frontiers and territorial waters. (Applause.)
by arbitration of all international disputes. S is the plan that the Danish Government
Denmark, by the treaties of arbitration which proposes to submit to the next session of Parliament.
she has concluded, has evinced her firm intention -We trust that the path that we are about to follow
of contributing her share towards the realisation will lead us to the exalted goal towards which
of this principle. all our efforts are directed-disarmament and

In thna t the whole Danish nation, herefore, compulsory arbitration-that is to say, the end of
I give my support to the eloquent words that were th regime of wars and voryfor the principles of
pronounced from this platform. universal peace and justice. (Applause.)

The present Government of Denmark, guided The President
by the principle [of arbitration which, as Translation f there is no objection, our next
Mr. MacDonald has said, forms the only really meeting will bt here is no objecti to morrow.
effective guarantee of peace, has considered the ee 
possibility of a complete reform of its military (ssent)
and naval system. I am absolutely convinced that The Assembly rose at 6 p.m.

EIGHTH PLENARY MEETING
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBIER 5TH, 1.924, AT 10.30 A.M.

CONTENTS: war, France offers her wholehearted collaboration.
It has often been her lot to suffer the shock of

30. REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS: CONTINUATION OF THE arms. She knows only too well the acrifice, the
DIscussION. mourning, and, it must also be said, the injustice,
Speeches by M. Herriot (France), M. Salandra which result from war. She knows only too well

(Italy), and Lord Parmoor (British Empire). how, if war gives birth to heroism, it also brings
in its train immorality. Her one desire, therefore,
in fulfilment of the solemn oaths which were sworn
at the close of the last great conflict, is to see the

President : M. MOTTA. end of this barbarism. (Applause.)
France, then, is strictly faithful, not only to the

letter, but to the spirit of the Covenant which is
30. - REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS : placed in the forefront of the Treaty of Versailles

CONTINUATION OF THE DISCUSSION. and is guaranteed by the most honourable
signatures in the world. It is a Covenant of co-

The President: operation, a Covenant of security, a Covenant of
justice, a Covenant of right, founded upon a series

Translation: According to the agenda we should of correlated ideas which cannot be sundered
now continue the discussion on the i.eduction of without mutilating the whole. It is by thinking
armaments. over and putting into force the articles of this so-

M. Herriot, first delegate and Prime Minister of lenn instrument that France seeks the rules which
France, will address the Assembly. are to guide her future action and her foreign

policy. (Applause.)
(M. Herriot mounted the platform amidst lhe loud, First of all let us be just to the work that has

prolonged applause of the Assembly, all the delegates been done. As a newcomer among you, I see and
rising in their seats to greet the French Prime appreciate it perhaps better than you yourselves.
Minister.) The ideal of peace is not new. We find it im-

printed on the minds of the noblest men of all
M. Edouard Herriot (France): ages, and, at the end of the great convulsions
Translation : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen of history, on the minds of the most realistic men.

-It is with a profound sentiment of respect for But the League of Nations has done what has never
the majesty of this Assembly that I now come been done before: in four years it has rendered
before it to speak in the name of France. important services and has peacefully settled

More than ever since the recent general election the most critical disputes with an authority which
my country has displayed its desire for peace, not no one has seriously been able to question.
only for itself, but for all nations, and more Undoubtedly it has not yet attained the zenith
especially for those whose best-qualified repre- of its power, but France believes that to strengthen
sentatives are here to-day; nations which claim the League we must observe the laws that govern
the right to work in peace and honour; nations, all all organic evolution, that is to say, we must take
of them, with equal rights, the smallest entitled to the greatest care not to destroy the achievements
the same consideration ais the greatest. (Loud and the hopes that are the outcome of its early
applause.) years. (Applause.)

Within the family of States leagued together to When, after long discussion, the third Assembly
protect themselves against the terrible scourge of adopted and the adherent States endorsed the
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famous Resolution XIV of the Third Committee, Moreover, as AM. van Karnebeek, the Netherlands
which was the origin of the draft Trieaty of Mutual Foreign Minister, pointed out yesterday, the
Assistance, its action was based on Article 8 of notion of arbitration is already embodied in Article
the Covenant, which provides for the reduction 12 of the Covenant, whereby all Members of the
of national armaments to the lowest point consistent League agree that, if there should arise between
with national safety. Thus, disarmament and them any dispute likely to lead to a rupture, they
security are bound together in the Covenant itself. will submit it either to arbitration or to enquiry

On this idea was founded the Treaty of Mutual by the Council.
Assistance, which makes a war of aggression an e earnestly hope, therefore, that one of the

international crime. The Treaty tusm | We ear nestly hope, therefore, that one of theinternational crime. The Treaty thus marks acts of the fifth Assembly will be to accept theenormous progress-the introduction into publ c s t Assembly will be to accept theenormous progress-the introduction into public principle of arbitration, which will once again settlelaw of the conception of crime which hitherto had lon whih w e agase
existed only in private law, the creation of a bond will be the pary w h reforth the aggressor
among the Powers which are the victims of p arbitr
aggression, provided that they really are the victims Renewed ad prolonged cpplause.)
and have fulfilled all their international obligations. How can the principle which we have postulated.

I would further observe that Article 3 of the the principle which is to govern the discussions of
draft Treaty covers not merely actual war but the fifth Assembly, be applied It is not for me
policies likely to lead to war-not merely aggression, to define its application here and now; that task
but the threat of aggression. rests with your Committees. There is still much

It is an important fact that eighteen countries to be done in this direction, and you may rely
have already accepted the scheme and that most upon the co-operation of the French delegates.
of the replies have been in favour of the principle It is for your representatives to work out a system
of assistance. If there are still some who object, of arbitration. I do not think there is any need
France, so far from being discouraged, feels--and for a special Committee; your ordinary bodies
I trust you will agree-that a study of the -the First an d Third Committees-are, to my
difficulties before us, if undertaken in that spirit mind, so constituted that the matter can be left
of cordial collaboration to which my friend to them. Here, again, France remains faithful
Mr. MacDonald alluded yesterday and of which to her axiom, her golden rule: "Never destroy;
he at once set the example, should enable us to always improve." (Loud applause.)
go forward and to resolve the deadlock at which, Turning to another subject, I need hardly say
it is suggested in some quarters, we have arrived. that we firmly support all the measures proposed

A number of objections have been raised to the for the control of the traffic in arms with a
draft Treaty. I will deal only with the more view to restricting and hampering those secret
important. preparations for war which are our main anxiety

One objection is that the guarantees provided at a time when war is so largely dependent upon
by the scheme appear to be inadequate; another, industry, however peaceful the latter may super-
that the obligations to be assumed by each country ficially appear. (Renewed applause.)
are left indeterminate; a third, that under the terms Nor do we raise any objection to the recon-
of the draft Treaty it is not possible to determine sideration of Article 36 of the Statute of the
with certainty, or even to determine at all, which Permanent Court of International Justice: I refer
State is the aggressor. to the article which authorises States to recognise

I may say at once that, in our view, the most the jurisdiction of the Court as obligatory.
serious of these objections is that concerned with Mr. MacDonald was quite right in urging that
the determination of the aggressor State. It is this clause should be amended; but this again is
urged that even the report of the Third Committee a delicate task, requiring detailed work on the part
does not provide a satisfactory definition, and of the Committees.
the best proof of this is that M. Benes' admirble France th ore, who proposed it in London,
work has had to be supplemented by a commentary views ith he utmos satisfacion the exended
on the definition of a case of aggression. application of the principle of arbitration, which

The author of the commentary admits his must henceforth be made the keystone of inter-troubles. Mobilisation has become an extremely national public law.
complicated affair. Is it not true that the horrible nly the other day we worked in an atmospherepart of mtlodern war, of the possible war that we | Only the other day we worked in an atmospherepart of modern war, of the possible war that we of what I may call brotherly co-operation for theIe~a^ ^\^ osl~o\^ Tat~t^ of what I may call brotherly co-operation for theare anxious at all costs to avoid, is that on the introduction of this principle into a diplomatic
first day on which it raises its head it takes sole instrument. It would be to our credit if at this

and undisputed possession of a country t Assembly we could do something towards thedemands not mrerely its men, but even its raw application of the same principle to the solutionmaterials; it seizes its industries, even those which of infinitely vaster problems, for on their solutionhad always seemed adapted only for purposes of depends the future peace of the nations, which
peace. In the past the violation of frontiers was it is your dty,t least our moral duty, to assure.
the sole and final touchstone; but it is no longer (Applause.)
sufficient. There are no frontiers to warfare in P
the air or to the atrocities of chemical warfare. But we ought to speak clearly and frankly

We admit that it is an extremely intricate and before this high Assembly, which has assumed such
perplexing task to determine which State is the heavy moral responsibilities, and it is necessary
aggressor. For that reason, France was gratified courageously t,) face all the e'ements in the problem
yesterday to observe that Great Britain gave her of peace.
powerful support to the idea of arbitration-an idea Arbitration is essent;al. but it is not sufficient.
which we ourselves recently urged in London, since It is a means, but not an end. It does not entirely
we were convinced that it was the only means of fulfil the intentions of Article 8 of the Covenant,
attacking and solving the formidable problem of which, if T may again remind you, are security
reparations. and disarmament.

Our action in accepting the idea of arbitration We in France regard these three terms-
is wholly in accordance with the peculiar tradition arbitration, security, and disarmament - as insepa-
of our country, which was magnificently upheld rable, and these three words would be but empty
at The Hague conferences by my eminent friend, abstractions did they not stand for living realitiesM. Leon Bourgeois. (Loud and prolonged applause.) created by our common will.
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At all times and for all peoples war has been a for the public crime of war such as is now felt for
dreadful reality; we must now make a reality of the crimes of individuals.
peace. I use definite terms because I feel that we In one of the replies regarding the draft Treaty
are now faced by the greatest of all our duties to -that of the Netherlands, I think-it is stated
mankind, if we wish our work to be regarded by that the international community must be created.
posterity as something more than the barren I agree. But the gospeldoctrine of peace and brother-
proceedings of some vast and sterile academy. hood taught to mankind at the dawn of our era-
Arbitration must not be made a snare for trustful the kindliest, the most potent message ever re-
nations. (Loud applause.) ceived-has never yet sufficed to avert the blood-

If upon the foundation of this trust we desire shed of war.
to establish a final charter to govern international To-day more than ever before on the mrrow
relations, we must by asserting our will afford of he world war, we ae passing-i I mav repeat
protection to all countries that loyally observe what others have said-throgh a period of
their bond-even the smallest country- against transition and we must observe the utmost caution.
the deceit and menaces of force. A great nation To temper realism and idealism with wisdom, to
can, in the last resort, protect itself unaided, a hold the balance between them with calm reason,^V^ ahold the balance between them with calm reason,
small nation cannot. (Loud and prolonged applause.)to adjust them, to reconcile them-this is assuredly

We Frenchmen believe-and in speaking thus one of the most difficult tasks of the League, but,
I am expressing a moral rather than a political to fulfil it, all that we need do is loyally to observe
idea-we Frenchmen believe that a nation which Article 8 of the Covenant. This is what the people
accepts arbitration, which, notwithstanding the of France unanimously desire, and most of all those
uncertainties and risks that still exist in the world, who fought in the war This is, am convinced
sets this example of willingness to accept the dicte what all countries desire when they ask you, when
of justice-we believe that such a nation, be it hey ask us all, to give them, at long last security
great or small, has a right to security. (Applause.) earn their daily bred peace. Let us, then

Arbitration, as my friend Mr MacDonald ha.s give them this daily peace which they have earned
said, is justice without passion. In that I recognise the bitterness of their suffering and the sufferings
the nobility of his mind. But it must not be justice past ages. (Applause.)
without might. (Applause.) Might must not be he three
left in the ruthless grasp of injustice. Arbtration, security, disarmament the three

In this Assembly, where nothing should be said words are, we hold, closely inter-connected.
that is not noble, that is not the outcome of thought Without real international solidarity we shall, we
and judgment, let me recall to you the sublime believe, never attain that international community
"Pensdes" of Pascal, whose intellect has not onlywhich we passionately desire, which we are resolved
dominated France, but all countries where thought to create, to perpetuate, to organie conformably
and faith are held in honour. with the laws which govern life and being. Without

Pascal said-and his words should, I think, serve international solidarity there will never be inter-
as a watchwordforthe League of Nations--' Justice national peace. Through international solidarity
without might is impotent. Might without justice alone shall we attain disarmament, which is our
is tyranny. Justice without might is unavailing, goal. (Renewed applause.)
for wicked people still rermain. Might without France, too, believes that we must prepare for
justice stands condemned. We must therefore a general conference on disarmament; but, as
mate justice with might and to that end we must has rightly been said, such a conference, hurriedly
ensure that what is just is mighty and that what improvised, is doomed to failure. Whatever we
is mighty is just." (Applause.) do, we must not repeat the error of those who

To mate justice with might is, I believe, the essayed to build the Tower of Babel. We must
highest duty incumbent upon us, if we desire to prepare the ground if we are to succeed; it is so
create a work which shall not be merely that of a easy to do wrong, so hard to do right. In any
barren idealism, however excellent its aspirations, case, it is essential that this work should be
if we wish to afford the nations that reality which entrusted to the League of Nations, which alone
they demand of us with an anxiety born of their has the necessary organisations to achieve success.
losses, their sufferings, their sorrows and of No one who reasons logically and clearly can
their fear lest they shall again experience these conceive of an international conference on
losses, sufferings and sorrows. (Applause.) disarmament without-in other words, against-

I need no arguments to show that innocent the League of Nations. If-and it is unthinkable-
intentions are not enough to safeguard a nation. a new institution were created, there would be
The proofs are here before our eyes. They speak danger of war between two organisations founded
to us. Let us hear them ! to ensure peace. Could anything be more illogical .

The great and renowned nation whose guests (Hear, hear.)
we are has held aloof from the disputes that have What arguments can be raised against this
drained the blood of Europe. Are we to ask that plan , It may be objected that the League is not
nation to abandon, without compensation, the sufficiently world-wide in character. On this point,
protection assured to her by the hardy valour of as on all others, France, who desires above all
her stout-hearted sons ? things sincerity and clearness, would like to

Again, did not Belgium give evidence of her explain her position frankly.
desire to stand apart from the clash of arms ?
Did she not endeavour to serve as a link between In the first place, we cannot think that the
the great nations of Europe and of the world United tes, who recently rendered us such
HIad she not, by her initiative, her intellect, her valuable service in London-and I offer them my
nobility and her charm, become the chief centre thanks-will refuse to collaborate with us, especially
of international life ? But remember the sequel. when they find that the just and pregnant principle
Can we a second time ask a nation to wait, if need be, of arbitration is now the basis of our policy. Certain
four long years in exile 8 distinguished Americans have already submitted

No, we do not believe that security can only be
obtained by force. We do not undervalue the As regards Germany, our declarations will be
importance of the economic and financial sanctions clear and unequivocal. In fighting Germany we were
prescribed in Article 16 of the Covenant. We must combating destructive militarism and that criminal
strive to create in all countries a spirit of abhorrence doctrine, openly proclaimed in her Parliament,
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which is the antithesis of all that we who are here ruins she could see growing, planted by our hands
affirm and believe, the doctrine that "necessity -your hands, my colleagues, and mine-the divine
knows no law". But we have never wished to see the flower of peace. (Unanimous and prolonged
German people in misery. (Applause.) France applause.)
knows no hatred; France does not live on hatred,
or in hatred. (Loud applause.) (M. Herriot resumed his seat amid renewed ap-

We are ready to welcome any genuine proof of a plause.-The delegates rose and greeted the French
desire for conciliation. What we ask is sincerity. representative with loud and prolonged acclamations.)

In the last few weeks we have witnessed an
important new event. Germany, with whom we The President:
have entered into direct negotiations, freely under- former P e 
took in London to meet her reparations obligations. Transation : M. alandr, foe Pri Minier
I may add that Articles 1, 8 and 9 of the Covenant, and ft delegate of Itay, will address the Assembly.
which presuppose the fulfilment of engagements (M. Salandra mounted the platform amidst the
regarding disarmament, define the conditions under applause of the Assembly.)
which any State may be admitted into the League.
These articles apply to Germany as to all other M S 
nations. In our League there must be neither anra (taly) 
exception nor privilege; respect for treaties and Translation: Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen
pledges must be the common law. -The Italian delegation fully sympathises with the

This policy of absolute impartiality, this sincere sentiments expressed in their speeches by the
desire for a peaceful settlement, this determination heads of the British and French Governments.
to see at least the unity of Europe restored, if I am proud to state that we cordially agree with
possible-this is the aim of the French Government. what they have said, and I am convinced that in
It is a clear and definite aim, and I express it so doing I am voicing the thoughts of the Italian
without any ulterior motive. (Applause.) Government and people.

I would say the same of Russia. A lasting We share heart and soul in your common en-
reconstruction of Europe is inconceivable without deavour to ensure, so far as is humanly possible,
the collaboration of that great nation which has the maintenance of international peace. Opinions
gone through such trial and suffering. The Russian may differ concerning the appropriate means
nation often uses angry words to us, or rather, angry to attain this end. They are bound to differ on
words often reach us from Russia, but we know iccount of the variety of national temperament
that hate has never cast out hate. A policy of and the divergence of national interests, on account
freedom, a return to normal conditions of life of differences of historical tradition and of racial
mutual intercourse and, above all, patience and and geographical conditions in our own times.
steady caution must be our weapons in the struggle It is, however, of the utmost importance that all
against excesses, for are not we of the League as of us who have met here should be of one mind.
much the enemies of civil war as of war between The spirit of concord in itself, if only it be sincere,
nations ? Our watchwords are: to oppose war if only it be steadfast-and I do not doubt but
in all its forms, to preach peace, unity, freedom. that it is--will gradually lessen and dispel every
We have but to abide by these in all our interna- difficulty in our path.
tional dealings. (Applause.) We are justified in saying that, ever since the

Such, ladies and gentlemen, are the guiding Great War, into which Italy was forced by an
inexorable historical destiny, the policy of themotives of France in her collaboration in your inexorable historical destiny the policy of the

work. I said so at the outset; I say so again at the Italian Government has been consistently inspired
close. We stand by the Covenant, but we wish to and overned by this spirit.
make it a living Covenant. We simply claim for Italy has to-day no other ambition than to
each nation the rights conferred upon it by the maintain the position within her natural boundaries
Covenant, no more and no less. which she has gained by her valour, and to promote

social progress and the peaceful expansion of herPeace, for the sake of which we are meeting here; c progress and the peaceful expansion of her
peace, for s which we are working, and towards large and industrious population. (Applause.)

As soon as the war was over, Italy set herself towhich we have duties-not all of them perhapswhich~ we have duties-not all of them perhaps reduce the strength of her land, sea and air forces.fully realised as yet, but for the accomplishment reducethe strengthof her land, sea and air forces.
uf wuhih we shall later be called to accompltthis This she did to such an extent that protests wereof which we shall later be called to account--this

peace must be no abstract notion, no barren desire. raised by some who had become alarmed for the
To win it calls for courage as great as, perhaps came necess a 
greater than, the courage of the soldier. e aa e a mae aFurther, the Italian Government has made aArbitration, security, disarmament-these are, determined effort to remove the various
we hold, the three main columns in the temple international difficulties which were not fully
which iyou.l my colleagues. are caled upon to erectsolved by the Treaties of Peace. Our method hasIts foundations must be solid indeed if it is to tower been to conclude direct agreements in which loyal
high in the light of heaven. co-operation has been substituted for ancient and

France, in whose name I speak, offers as her perilous rivalries. These agreements-and we have
tribute to the common task her heart and her mind, concluded many-dealwith territorial as well as
her passionate desire for clearness and frankness political and economic matters, and all have been
and an experience bought at the price of centuries presented to the League of Nations for registration.
of suffering. She knows the cost of weak frontiers. Immediately after the war the Italian Govern-
Her dearest hope is for peace and honour, peace ment actively co-operated in first-aid measures for
and toil. But she does not think only of herself; the relief of the defeated countries, and it has
if she did, she would be false to her traditions. subsequently played an important part in the
Innocent yesterday-yes, I pledge my word-still work successfully undertaken under the auspices
bearing her wounds, she stretches a sister's hand of the League for the financial and economic
to all your countries. restoration of some of those Sta.tes.

Despite her suffering she is eager to know the The Italian Government is therefore prepared
sorrows of all the nations of the world and to now, as always, to collaborate in the practical
bring aid and comfort. She would rejoice if, amidst extension of the principles laid down in the
the wreckage of the war, among her own sorrowing Covenant for the peaceful settlement of all disputes
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which may hereafter threaten the peace of the else, to renounce the duty of maintaining those
world, and for the progressive reduction of arma- forces which are necessary to guarantee the
ments. security and independence of each State. In

The States Members of the League have already, consequence, the problem of disarmament cannot
by the very Covenant itself which bears their be separated from that of security.
signature, provided for a, Treaty of Mutual Guaran- It is possible-and it is always dangerous to
tee and Assistance, which can be both strictly entertain illusions-that neither of these problems
and effectively applied, provided that the will and will be completely and finally settled; it will always
the means to do so are forthcoming. We have be possible, however, to arrange a progressive
nevertheless assisted in carefully drawing up and rapid reduction of the burden that these
more definite agreements and in formulating problems place upon the life of the peoples.
more concrete rules of procedure, though we The fifth Assembly may be proud of the results
were under no illusion as to the difficulties involved. obtained if, on this solemn occasion, some progress
These difficulties may be briefly described as is made, if means are found for more effectively
consisting in the danger of entrusting to the Council adapting to the noble aims for which they have
of the League of Nations a stupendous task for been created, the different organisms of a League
which it is constitutionally unsuited and also of Nations, which should as soon as possible unite
in the danger that special agreements may all the civilised nations, under its peaceful flag
result in the formation of groups of States that and for adapting the provisions which govern the
would probably be rivals or perhaps even hostile competence and action of these different organisms.
to one another, with the inevitable consequence The new Italy, who wishes, for her own good
that armaments would be not reduced but increased. and for that of the rest of the world, to be an

Perhaps we shall discover an easier method of element of justice and peace, intends to contri-
attaining rapid and effective results if we extend bute to this end in that spirit of universal soli-
and define more exactly the principle of compulsory darity, which, far from destroying, strengthens
arbitration which also is embodied in the Covenant. and ennobles, that love of country for which our
Italy is prepared to follow this course and, in so populations have so courageously sacrificed their
doing, we shall but be true to our traditions. I lives and their property. (Loud applause.)
will briefly explain my point.

The idea of making arbitration the regular Te President:
practice in international judicial procedure was Translation: Lord Parmoor, Lord President
first embodied in the theory and practice of inter- of the Council and delegate of the British Empire,
national law in this city of Geneva in 1872, when will address the Assembly.
an arbitral tribunal, presided over by a distinguished
Italian jurist and statesman, Count Sclopis, decided Lord Parmoor (British Empire)
the famous question of the "Alabama". (Applause.) I am speaking to the Assembly under the spell of

On November 24th, 1873-that is, more than the great speech which we have heard from
50 years ago, M. Mancini, one of the most notable M. Herriot, and I desire, on behalf of the British
pioneers of modern international law, brought delegation, to express our gratitude to him for
forward in the Italian Chamber a motion which stating in such admirable terms many of the great
was unanimously adopted. I venture to remind principles in favour of peace. (Applause.)
you of the wording of that motion: We must be under no illusion to-day as to the

"The Chamber recommends that arbitration reponsibility which rests upon this great meeting
should be the recognised and regular method of of the Assembly of the League of Nations. It is
arriving at a just settlement of international essential that we should find a remedy for the
disputes in questions which are arbitrable, existing dangers which threaten, not this country
and that a clause should, whenever expedient, nor that, but the whole fabric of European
be inserted in treaties, providing for the re- civilisation.
ference to arbitrators of any questions that may I believe that a remedy can be found in faithfully
arise in regard to the interpretation and ap- following the directions of the Covenant. The
plication of such treaties." obligations are stated there in words which cannot
Since then arbitration clauses have been inserted be misunderstood, and their application is

in a number of treaties concluded o: renewed directed by various articles which appear to me
between Italy and various States, for example, to be exhaustive in their definition and capable
that of 1903 with France and that of 1904 with of immediate and general application. (Applause.)
(reat Britain. I do not approach this question in any pessimistic

Our present task is to discover how far and in spirit. I believe in the triumph of right and in
what manner arbitration can be made compulsory the triumph of morality. Although we may have
in questions which, not being of a strictly juridical to wait in patience, we can look forward to the
or technical nature, have hitherto been considered certain success of those great principles of
as not judiciable. Our next duty will be to devise Christian ethics and Christian charity which alone
some means of assuring that in every case the can bring peace and comfort to the various nations
decisions of the arbitrators will be put into of the world. (Applause.)
execution. (Applause.) I think it would be convenient for me to deal

These are difficult problems, but they are not with the principles enunciated by M. Herriot,
beyond the knowledge or the zeal of our lawyers mainly with a view to showing how nearly they
whose only desire is to emulate the example of agree with the principles enunciated by Mr. Mac-
their forerunners, to whom belongs the glory of Donald, not avoiding, as M. Herriot would
having inaugurated the reign of uniform and desire me not to avoid. a perfectly frank reference
progressive law throughout almost all the civilised to those matters on which there may appear to
world. be some little difference of opinion.

If new great international conferences are Frankness is absolutely necessary. Frankness
convened with a view to attaining a simultaneous and courage ought to be the basis of all our discus-
reduction of armaments, we will take part in them, sions. Unless we are frank and courageous we may
as we have already done in the past, with a keen agree in words, but we shall go away without
desire to offer active and sincere collaboration. agreement on fundamental principles.

We must certainly not lose sight of the fact that it M. iHerriot, if I understood him aright-and my
will never be possible, either for us or for anyone only desire is to interpret him with perfect accuracy
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-desires that the smallest country should receive for all time the wastefulness incident to modern
the same treatment as the largest. I am in entire warfare and that we should insist-I am quoting
agreement and the British delegation is in entire the words of the Preamble of the Covenant-
agreement with the principle thus enunciated; that what are now called the understandings of
but I want to say, and to say it with all possible international law should prevail as the actual rule
emphasis, that you will never get that equality of of conduct in respect of the relationship and
treatment if you rely on the basis of military force. intercourse of nations one with the other.

So far as military force is concerned, inequality If these results can be obtained-and they can be,
will always be with us, and the same evil agencies as I hope-under the joint influence of the two
which have wrecked the chances of equality of Prime Ministers who have spoken, one this morning
treatment in the past will wreck any attempt at and one yesterday, then there would be a wide-
equality in the future, unless we have the courage spread assurance of what is really meant by
to eliminate from our consideration the element of national security. It would be a national security
military and unequal force. founded on the experience of all mankind in

I want now to express what I consider to be the all civilised countries, a security which, in my
only principle upon which we can proceed. I desire opinion, can never be obtained by any form of
not the application of force but the supremacy assurance such as we find in the draft treaties to
of and obedience to international law under the which reference has been made, and still less in any
constituted authority of an International Court. treaties which require for their success a military
It is in law that we can find equality; it is in law basis connected with pre-arranged military plans.
that we can find justice and equity. In military That I think is one of the first points on which
force we can never find either the one or the other. I noted the same view expressed by the two

If I understand M. Herriot aright - and again leaders and I venture to emphasise my own view
I repeat that I desire to interpret him with great in the same direction.
accuracy-he has referred with approbation, in What is the next point? What do we find
the same way as Mr. MacDonald did, to the idea next in the great statement of M. Herriot ? Faith
of putting into further operation what is known in the Covenant; a foreign policy founded on a
as Article 36 or the optional clause of the Statute recognition of terms of the Covenant. This is
which constituted the Permanent Court of In- a great statement. It is a statement which, if
ternational Justice at The Hague. I myself think carried out to its logical conclusion, ought to bring
that there is an absolute and pressing liability about what every man in this Assembly must
upon the more powerful countries to adopt this desire, namely, the substitution, for the old days
principle, subject, as I admit, to the reservations of arms and force, of the settled principles of peace
made both by Mr. MacDonald and M. Herriot and security which we can find, as I believe, within
to the effect that further enquiry and further the terms of the Covenant itself. (Applause.)
definition may yet be necessary. There is no great difficulty; there is no great

In adopting this principle let there be no mistake. mystery. On the one hand, there is the old system
Let the words be such that the simplest man can which culminated in the terrible and disastrous
understand them. We want to appeal to the war of 1914, on the other, a term of the Covenant,
peoples of the world and make them understand a term which every nation, signatory to the
what we mean when we talk of justice and peace Covenant, is under the most solemn promise to
as opposed to violence and war. I find inthe observe to the utmost of its power. Why should
proposal to adopt this article the touchstone of not we do so? What is the difficulty? What is
sincerity. Here I find a real test; not a, test of words the obstruction? If you want peace, go to the
and phrases. I find a real test as to whether the Covenant which gives you what you want, if only,
stronger and more powerful nations are prepared in truth and in sincerity, you will at once accept
really to adopt the policy of equality and in every its terms and promise obedience to the agreements
instance to place justice before force in their concluded. (Applause.)
relationships with their less powerful neighbours. No one who has experience of such matters will

It must not be forgotten -and I am sure that the deny the enormous importance of general arbitra-
members of the Assembly will not forget it- that tion procedure. There is no question as regards
numerous countries, mostly what we call the the general adoption of this procedure. We were
smaller countries, have already accepted the told of its value at the London Conference. Those
obligation of compulsory reference of disputes to who know the history of the question can under-
the jurisdiction of the Permanent Court. stand the enormous influence for peace which,

The acceptance of the principle of application during the last century, the principle of arbi
to this Court means nothing less- -and this is of the tration has had upon the relationship of nations.
utmost importance- than taking the first effective There are two matters on which, as I understand
steps towards the creation of a great international it, some doubt may be felt regarding what is called
common law with the same authority over nations the basis of security. I want, if I may, to deal with
as the great common law in England has over her those two questions because they appear to me to
own people. It gives authority to a court which be of the utmost importance. You want security
holds the scales of justice evenly and which is in two stages, and these two stages must be kept
blind to all considerations except that of strict carefully apart when this great matter is under
impartiality and the supremacy of equity and consideration. First of all you want security, so
which does not enquire or know whether the that when a dispute arises and one party is perhaps
applicant for its jurisdiction is strong or weak, ready to go to arbitration the other party, which
armed or disarmed, or belongs to the category of is not willing to go to arbitration, can be dealt
the more powerful or the less powerful of countries. with, as I think it can be dealt with, under the

The greatest Chief Justice whom England has terms of the Covenant.
ever produced expressed his view of the importance What is the position ? Let me adopt M. Herriot's
of the supercession of force by law in a much-quoted own definition which he put forward so clearly.
phrase which I venture again to quote this If this general system of arbitration is adopted,
morning: "Ruat coelum, fiat Justicia". Never an essential condition is that a nation, which seeks
mind what else may happen, give justice, and to act without applying to the Arbitration Court,
equal justice, to all countries under all conditions. is an aggressor.

If we adopt this great principle of the supremacy From the moment when a nation becomes an
of international law, I hope that we should ostracise aggressor, under this simple test-I agree myself
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that the tests such as we find in the Treaty of influence of arbitration been increased but a
Mutual Assistance are entirely valueless-why friendship has grown up between the great United
should not that nation, which has shown itself States on one side of the Atlantic and Great Britain
to be the aggressor by refusing to resort to on the other, a friendship with which nothing in the
arbitration, be regarded as an outlaw ? Why future, I hope, can ever interfere.
should it not be regarded as an enemy of the human Arbitrations do not lead to dissension, they do
race I Why should it not at any rate come under not lead to controversy; they lead to settlement,
the economic sanctions which would be applied to conciliation, to peace; they are the real substitute
to it, ipso facto, without any other corroboration for the horrors of war. When I read, as in the
than that of the Covenant itself ? I can see no reason Preamble of the Covenant, that all the signatory
whatever for doubting that the sanctions contained nations accept obligations not to resort to war, I ask
in the Covenant are adequate and sufficient. myself whether there is any other alternative but

It has occurred to me that in some respects arbitration, as I have indicated, or. what to my
those sanctions go very far, and I cannot doubt mind is still better, a Permanent Court imposing
that they are ample and sufficient. Suppose that the supremacy of international law ?
a nation became the aggressor by failing to apply There are one or two other matters to which
to the Arbitration Court; suppose that then ipso M. I-Ierriot referred in his great speech with which,
facto, without any other act or deed, or without any so far as I can understand them, the British
question of what particular methods may do, the delegation is, I believe, entirely in accord.
sanctions were applied which are at present M. Herriot spoke of the international conference
contained in the Covenant. They are economic and referred to the bad precedent, as I think I may
sanctions which mean economic death-sanctions call it, of the Tower of Babel. I, personally, think
of boycott which mean the suppression of all it essential-perhaps I may try to press this a little
international intercourse and there are other further-I think it absolutely essential, if the
sanctions of that kind. I do not believe that any vigour, authority and influence of the League are
nation or country would face them if a proper to be sustained, that this international conference
system of international arbitration was once should be summoned through the agency of our
established. (Applause.) great international Secretariat. It would be

There is also the other side of this question, unfortunate, itwould not be right, for a conference
which must be carefully examined. There are of this kind to come into conflict with the League
those who suggest-and no doubt with perfect as if it were an independent and separate authority.
bona fides-that, even if an arbitration is held, (Hear, hear.)
there is no security without adequate sanctions The questions which will come before the
of a very specific character, sanctions, I presume, Conference are just those which are entrusted to
which are above and beyond those to be found the League and for which the Covenant has provided.
in the Covenant. I heartily rejoice that M. Herriot, if I understand

Let me answer that objection. If adequate secu- him rightly, shares this view. Speaking here as
rities are not to be found or if existing securities one of the great advocates of the League, as one
are found to be inadequate and it is thought that who believes in the League and in its work, speaking,
further sanctions are required, the matter must, in that connection also as British delegate, I sin-
no doubt, be discussed further. cerely hope that every one will come to adopt the

I want, however, to put this point of view before view that this great international conference must
the Assembly. In the nineteenth century-I am not be summoned apart from the League but as
afraid I have not my library here for reference, but part of the League machinery and through the
I have quoted the figures more than once-there agency of our international Secretariat. (Applause.)
were several hundred arbitrations, I believe there Perhaps before I conclude I may be allowed
were more than 700 in all, though I would ask to say a few words with regard to the Treaty of
you to accept my caution that the actual figure Mutual Assistance. I have read that Treaty, and
may not be accurate, nor does it matter. What re-read it, with a sympathetic desire to find in it
I want to predicate is this, that in respect of all a solution for those questions of disarmament and
those arbitrations, many of them dealing with security.
matters of infinite importance to the countries I think it was Aristotle who said that whatever
concerned, none of them, as far as I know, providing else you may command, you cannot command the
what we call an adequate force of sanction, I can conclusions which you will reach if you are sincere,
find no instance whatever-not a single case-in logical and courageous in the methods which you
which the award or the decision of the arbitrator adopt. However much I may have desired to
has not been accepted by the parties concerned. feel sympathetically towards the Treaty of Mutual
(Applause.) Assistance, my judgment led me to the inevitable

I do not desire to make an exhaustive negative conclusion that it was not only valueless, that
go too far, but I say without any hesitation that it was not only founded on wrong principles, that
history shows that people who are willing to accept it was not only impracticable in its application,
and have accepted arbitration have always been but that-what is much more important to my
sufficiently loyal to accept the decision, even when mind-it involved the League in a mass of wrong
it has not been in their favour. principles and in the mire of militarism.

T do not myself believe in the importance of WTe all know, of course, that the whole basis
what are called sanctions in matters of this kind. of the Treaty of Mutual Assistance is militarism.
The important matter is the agreement of the It is framed on the idea that force, in the long run,
nation to accept arbitration; when that has once is the guiding principle. It is based on the
been agreed, the need or necessity for sanctions suggestion that in the limitaion and the arrangement
becomes secondary. of force you may find something like a balance

I notice that M. Salandra in his eloquent speech between the Powers involved. Force, and force
referred to the Alabama arbitration. The Alabama alone, is at the basis of the Treaty of Mutual
arbitration, as you know, was an arbitration Assistance. It is no good disguising the fact. Would
between the United States of America and England. any advocate of the Treaty here stand up for it
England undoubtedly thought that the award was for one moment if it were not bated on military
hard and harsh as regards her interests, but she force 
accepted it; she carried out her obligations; and In the terms of the Treaty itself, reference is
from that day to this not only has the general made to "prearranged military plans". I beg the
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Assembly not to lose sight of this element in the I know, of course, that his view is that arbitration
Treaty of Mutual Assistance. If you believe in may not be a sufficient basis; this point I am not
force, I agree that the regulation of that force may going to discuss again. The Covenant itself, however,
have its advantage, but if you disagree with force together with the conditions in the four Treaties
then the very regulation of it, the very acknow- of Peace, contains a proposal that, when the time
ledgment of it as the basis of the relationship, comes, disarmament can properly be placed under
is to my mind absolutely destructive of all that the investigation of the Council of the League.
we really care for in the Covenant of the League That, I think, is satisfactory.
and in the work of th? Council. I am not now discussing the question of when

I do not know how far you have studied the that time may come. It is a provision of the Treaty,
actual terms of the Treaty itself. What do they and endeavour is being made to put tahat provision
say and what do they do ? They elevate the Council into operation, on the initiative of Great Britain
of the League, which ought to be the emblem with the full co-operaion of France. in the case
of peace and through which the golden rule of of Bulgaria, Hungary and Austria. I do not want
peace and justice ought to be placed on our standard, to say more than this: It seems to me that our
into a sort of informal military council, unsuited Council might be the general staff of a peaceful
though it is for the purpose, a council which is world in contrast to its being brought into operation
not only to direct what is to be done and what in order to direct military forces and military
Members are to contribute forces, but which has power.
even to take the responsibili.ty-which I, as a I think I have dealt with the question to which
member of the Council, could -never take-of iM. Herriot referred in such splendid terms. Let
deciding what Commander should be appointed think of the great quotation which he made
and how the war should be carried on. from Pascal. Let us think of the great passages

in which he described so eloquently what the world
I hope that the Members of the League will study desires and what the world hope and let us take

this document. I hope they will realise its essential those thoughts to our heart. I say for myself that
defects, and that when we come to consider what I am not despondent; I do not despair. I believe
should be the solution of this problem, what solution the divine guidance of the Prince of Peace, and
we should uphold, they will remember what has ogh we ma reuire patience the triumph
been said in favour of arbitration. Let us strengthen ofea wll certanly c e (Applause.)
it in every possible way; let us promote conciliationiy c .
wherever we can, and by that means and by the The President
supremacy of law, I hope we shall find the solution
which we so earnestly seek. Translation. The Assembly will now, I think,

I only want to say one word more on disarma- desire to adjourn. This afternoon's meeting will
ment. I think M. Herriot himself recognised that, begin at 4 p.m.
if conditions allow it, the question of disarmament
is really a question of special terms and instructions. The Assembly rose at 12.50 p.m.

NINTH PLENARY MEETING
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 5th. 1924, AT 4 P.M.

CONTENTS: the honour of addressing this Assembly, I cannot
help reviewing the events of the past and measuring

31. REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS: CONTINUATION OF THE the distance we have advanced in the last ten years.
DISCUSSION: Ten years ago, each one of us, statesman,

Speeches by M. Theunis (Belgium) and M. Benes lawyer, man of business, was familiar with the idea
(Czechoslovakia). of a league of nations and with the propaganda

32. TIME OF MEETING OF THE ASSEMBLY: carried on by soime of the most distinguished men
Communication by the President. of our age on its behalf. It was then, however,Communication by the President. Bnothing more than a lofty and sublime idea. By

many it was considered a mere Utopian ideal.
At length your work has emerged from the

President: M. MOTTA. realm of academic speculation. It exists. We
have seen its earlier achievements: we hope for

31. - REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS : greater and wider achievements, and, if our hopes
CONTINUATION OF THE DISCUSSION. are realised, we shall be able to say that the out-

come of the most unjust, the most disastrous of
The President: wars, was one of the greatest advances in the

annals of mankind.
Translation: The item on the agenda for this 

meeting is the continuation of the discussion on I have spoken of what has been achieved hitherto.
the reduction of armaments. One achievement towers above the rest-the crea-

M. Theunis, Prime Minister and first delegate tion of a new spirit, the habit, acquired by men
of Belgium, will address the Assembly. who have come together from all quarters of the

globe, of striving, if I may say so, to bring a new
(M. Theunis mounted the platform amidst the mind to bear upon the great problems confronting

loud applause of the Assembly.) them. What they desire is a deep understanding
-M Theu.is (Belgium): of the thoughts and feelings of the representatives

i. . euni~s (]Belgium) : of other countries and races, while remaining true
Translation: Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen to the traditions and the good qualities of their

-- On this, the first occasion on which I have had own countrymen.
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When I rose to speak, I hesitated to enunciate must be a genuine security; they must not be mere
truths which some may consider truisms, but my pa.per measures bringding disaster upo(n tlio;et
excuse is that they strike me perhaps more forcibly nations which loyally respect the bond contained
than they do you, who have been accustomed in them. (Applause.)
for some years to move in this international In their speeches the British and French Prime
atmosphere that you have yourselves created. Ministers have made an eloquent appeal for co-

The few years that have elapsed since the operation. They have asked us one and all to colla-
formation of the League of Nations have streng- borate in order to find that settlement which is
thened its authority and enabled it to examine the to-day the most fervent desire of man. The British
most intricate and important problems, the solution Prime Minister told us of the remedies which he
of which will restore the world to its normal conceived might be effective. In eloquent terms
economic condition and to that state of peace which he pointed out how, apart from military action,
is the aspiration of all the countries represented it would be possible to minimise the risk of war.
in this hall. I wish to deal briefly with some of the points he

Such a state of peace cannot be produced raised.
merely by signing treaties. Before the world can Mr. MacDonald made-it clear that the London
continue its normal development towards a wider, Agreement has relaxed the strain. That is true,
a loftier, civilisation, confidence must be restored and no one is more glad than the Belgian
and nations must enjoy a feeling of real security. Government. In the words of one of my colleagues,
Need I explain the special situation of my country London was a stage on the road; it acted as a
in this matter e stimulus. Need I say that, like the French Prime

Nature has given us a favourable geographical Minister, I have but one desire, that we may
situation from an economic point of view; but I continue on that road ?
need not remind you that, for the same reasons, Mr. MacDonald and M. Herriot warned us of
our country occupies a particularly exposed the danger inherent in the private manufacture
position in the event of war. If we examine the of arms and in the traffic in arms. We will give
maps of Belgium drawn up by our National sympathetic consideration to proposals on this
Institute, we shall observe among the various particular point.
forms of notation used by the cartographers many The British Prime Minister pointed out that the
special signs that are employed to denote the various peace of Europe would be advanced if States
features of the country. Two small crossed swords disarmed simultaneously.
are meant to remind us that an important battle Further, he suggested an extension of the prin-
was fought at such-and-such a place. For centuries ciples of arbitration already laid down in the
past, Belgium has been one of the principal battle- Covenant; for instance, all States might adhere
grounds of Europe. to the optional clause relating to the jurisdiction

You know what that means. Our people have of the Permanent Court of International Justice.
always suffered from these conflicts, but, with M. Herriot, this morning, whole-heartedly endorsed
the increased efficiency of modern weapons, war this suggestion. I have no doubt that, if the Great
has assumed an even more terrible aspect than Powers are resolved to take this step, it will result
ever before. Apart from the armies engaged, the in an immense increase of confidence among the
civilian population is subjected to unimaginable nations, and I can assure you that Belgium for
distress. Modern warfare spells total destruction one will be ready to follow their example.
and the complete devastation of the whole country- (Applause.)
side in which hostilities take place. General arbitration is an idea which is bound

You will readily appreciate how, since the last to make a special appeal to small nations. It will
war, the mere idea of fresh aggression, a new be a great advance. The risks of war will certainly
occupation, has become a nightmare to my fellow- be lessened.
countrymen. We are essentially a peaceful nation. But will they be abolished ?
Peace is perhaps more vital to us than to any If we, as one of the "threatened" countries,
other country, since peace alone can allow our were to give concrete proof that our policy is a
industries and trade to feed our teeming peaceful one, what would be the position if a State
population. were to arm in secret, if it sowed in the hearts of

Need I assure you that we cherish no thought its children the seeds of ambition and hate ? What
of conquest or of territorial aggrandisement ? would be the position if that State tore up its
I need hardly remind you, too, that our finances, bond of arbitration or if, after stating its case
over-burdened as they are with reparation before the Court, the Tribunal or the Council, it
expenditure, have only been restored at the cost repudiated their award ?
of heavy taxation; our military expenditure has Who among you would dare to say that such
been reduced to as low a level as is compatible an assumption is unreasonable ? Who would
with the present position in Europe. This burden assert that no State will ever again be tempted to
is, however, one which cannot possibly be increased resort to force for the satisfaction of its interests
and one which we earnestly desire to lighten. I or passions ?
have given you all the reasons why we desire peace I have a firm and confident belief that the work
and security. of peace, which is our object, can count upon the

Peace and security, I say, for, besides'*the ethical growing support of the great masses of people in
motives and material reasons which impel us to every country. But how many years will it be before
strive for international disarmament, we, like we are free from the fear of sudden outbursts of
all other nations, have a higher duty, a duty selfishness, greed or pride ?
dictated by elementary foresight; we must look Yes, right is stronger than might. Might without
to our security, a duty which, for a nation, right is barbarism, as M. iHerriot so eloquently
corresponds to the instinct of self-preservation in said, but might employed in the service of right
the individual. is the supreme goal towards which jurists have

If the old order changes, if goodwill, collective for centuries been striving. It is the very
goodwill, can devise new guarantees of security essence of the Covenant.
which shall supersede those on which men have Allow me to remind you of the words of Woodrow
hitherto relied, the whole~world will heave a sigh Wilson, of him whom you honour as the founder
of gratitude and relief. I need not say, however, of the League of Nations, of that just man who
that the security afforded by these new measures passed away early this year. Clearly and lucidly
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in the last of his fourteen points he defined the whom the ordeal of the war lhas taught to think
very essence of the League of Nations. and feel as one upon the problem of security.

"A general association of nations must be In asking you for further guarantees, I believe
formed under specific Covenants for the purpose that I am serving not only the interests of my
of affording mutual guarantees of political wn country but the interests of other countries
independence and territorial integrity to great nd of peace itself, for the tragi events of recent
and small States alike." history should have taught the nations that, in

the event of a dispute, each may fall a victim to
This idea has not been omitted from the Covenant, the caprice of military strategy; and I believe that

and I support the French and British Prime no better guarantee could be found to assure the
Ministers and M. Van Karnebeek in their appeal maintenance of peace than the certainty that
to the supporters and opponents of the draft aggression will invariably be opposed by a
Treaty of Mutual Assistance not to undervalue coalition of the civilised nations. (Applause.)
what the Covenant has already established. As T am the first representative of a small country

May I, too, say a few words on the system to address you after M. Herriot, T would venture,
of sanctions contained in the Covenant f The on behalf of the small countries to whom he just
Covenant provides not only for economic sanctions, now referred, to thank him for having affirmed
which operate automatically and are generally in this place their sacred right to life and inde-
applicable to all States; it also provides, in case pendence. (Unanimous applause.)
of need, for military sanctions, in which, of course, In seeking these additional guarantees for which
not all States are required to assist on every oc- we ask, we do not limit ourselves exclusively to any
casion, but in which certain States, according to the particular formula. The draft treaty to which
circumstances of the case, are legally bound to co- we have agreed in principle is certainly not above
operate. What, otherwise, would be the value of criticism. We also admit that it was a mistake
the League's guarantee, of that unconditional to substitute the notion of a war of aggression for
pledge taken by the States in Article 10, to preserve the unequivocal notion of "resort to war without
as against external aggression the political inde- previous reference to arbitration or mediation",
pendence and the territorial integrity of all or of a war of annexation as contemplated in
Members ?. Article 10. We unconditionally approve, however,

The Covenant, of course, does not, and could not, the provisions for general assistance which
make provision for all possible disputes, or specify strengthen the powers of the Council and prevent
which States must intervene in every case. The an anxious period of hesitation and uncertainty.
Council, again, can do no more than make I have no doubt that, with a more careful study
recommendations in the matter; but it will be of the document, many objections will be overcome.
the duty of all Members of the League to give a Must we rely on treaties ? Or may we hope
loyal interpretation of their pledges. that one day amendments to the Covenant will

Not only was the legality of their pledges, even be unanimously adopted by all States. I would
on the military side, unanimously recognised by suggest that the Third Committee should work
the last Assembly in its resolution regarding the on these lines. The League of Nations and the
interpretation of Article 10, but the Covenant Council must prepare themselves to discharge
itself, in Article 8, recognises the necessity of the duties entrusted to them by the Govenant,
international obligations for the purpose of common the prompt detection of breaches of the Covenant
military action. and the application of economic or military

This is what the Covenant has to offer us. We sanctions. These duties are the raison d'etre of
value it, we cleave to it and we trust that all this new international organisation.
Members of the Council will ever keep in mind In addition to the stipulations for general
the duties and responsibilities that it imposes upon assistance, the draft Treaty makes provision for
them. partial treaties. These are to determine the defensive

But, is it enough e groups which will be formed to meet specific cases
I must beg your indulgence if I once again of aggression in the future. They are the only

evoke the tragic picture of. my country. A country means for ensuring the prompt intervention of
of plains and hills, but with no natural defences, the relieving armies of one State on behalf of
it was overrun by the invading hosts within the another. These partial treaties, which are of a
short space of a few weeks. Liege fell on the fourth strictly defensive nature, are at present considered
day, Brussels was occupied on the sixteenth, by many States to be inevitable, as is shown by
Namur fell on the same day, then Antwerp and the list of treaties already registered with the League
Ghent. of Nations.

Naturally we accept with gratitude the protection I admit that this defensive organisation may
which the League of Nations affords us; it allows involve the risk of certain groups abandoning
us to hope that in the event of subsequent the peaceful purpose for which they were founded.
aggression we shall succeed, even though it may But how can the dangers inherent in the new
be after years of endeavour, in mobilising the political constellations in Europe be averted
conscience of the nations, in recovering all the otherwise than by bringing them within the compass
pristine prosperity of our ruined country. of the League, by co-ordinating them, adjusting

You must realise, however, that we were asking them, making them subject to the control of the
for something more, that, after giving you every Council, a control that, according to the French
guagantee-and did you need a guarantee -- Government's proposal, should become yet more
of the sincerity of our peaceful intentions, and rigorous ?
before curtailing our preparations for war, which Surely you realise that once the risk inherent
alone, at present, hold an invader in check, we in partial treaties has been removed, the proposed
asked for assurances that the other nations whom organisation will render valuable service to the
you represent will give us prompt, effective and cause of peace in that it affords the Council a
whole-hearted support. (Applause.) 'secular arm", the weapon that is essential to it,

In making this request I speak not only on though God forbid that it should ever have occasion
behalf of the Belgian Government but on behalf to use it!
of the entire Belgian delegation, including as it Ladies and gentlemen, I beg you to regard my
does the authorised representatives of all our politi- small contribution to the study of the great prob-
cal parties. I speak on behalf of the Belgian people, lems with which we are confronted as proof of
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our earnest desire for the success of your endea- Accordingly, the third Assembly adopted the
vours, whether it be in this fifth Assembly or in well-known Resolution XIV, which reads :
the Committees which will work in accordance "In the present state of the world many
with your instructions; as proof, too, of our confi- Governments would be unable to accept the

dence in your ultimate success. responsibility for a serious reduction of arma-The task is both arduous and delicate; but never ments unless they received in exchange a
did those who of old fought the good fight of peace satisfactory guarantee of the safety of their
strive in a better cause. (Loud applause.) country."

(On returning to his seat, 131. Theunis was conngra- After thus laying down the principle of the inter-
tulated by mlany of his colleagues.) 'dependence of security and the reduction of

The Pre~side nt~ •: armaments, Resolution XIV continues as follows :
The r esident - ". i.L .T'Such a guarantee can be found in a defensiveTranslation M. Benes, Minister for Foreign agreement which should be open to all coun-

Affairs and first delegate of Czechoslovakia, will tries, binding them to provide immediate and
address the Assembly. effective assistance in accordance with a pre-

(M. Benes mounted the platform amidst the arranged plan in the event of one of them being
applause of the Assembly.) attacked,...

"This reduction could be carried out either
M. Benes (Czechoslovakia): by means of a general Treaty, which is the most

desirable plan, or by means of partial treatiesTranslation : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen desi e planor by means of partial treaties
-The fifth Assembly of the League of Nations e d ad on t 
will unquestionably be a political event of the first..
importance in the annals of the League. The Assembly decided at the same time to request

Never before has the Assembly brought together the Temporary Mixed Commission to prepare a
so many responsible statesmen speaking in the draft Treaty on these lines, to be submitted to
name of their countries; never before have we the fourth Assembly.
discussed a question fraught with such possibilities Thus the draft which the Third Committee of
for good or ill, a question of such moment, a question the fourth Assembly was called upon to examine
so vital in the politics of to-day. had been prepared in full detail. This draft was

The eyes of all Europe are upon Geneva; it is discussed at length, amended and finally sub-
being asked whether there will result from all mitted to the fourth Assembly.
our meetings and discussions something which I had the honour to be Rapporteur of the
will mark a real advance, and whether those who Committee on that occasion, and you will remember
have such high hopes of us to-day will not become that, when submitting our plan for your approval,
our severe critics if we fall short of their expectations I made, on my own behalf and on behalf of the
or prove unequal to our task. Committee, all necessary reservations. As you

Last year I was Rapporteur of the Third will no doubt remember, I said that no one could
Committee for the question of disarmament and be more conscious of the shortcomings of the
the Treaty of Mutual Assistance, and accordingly I scheme for mutual assistance than the Rapporteur
feel in a sense responsible for the document which himself and his colleagues on the Third Committee.
Is now being so severely criticised. It is therefore The fourth Assembly passed a resolution to the
solely from a sense of duty that I venture to speak effect that this draft Treaty should be submitted
in this august Assembly, and to ask permission to to the Governments of Members of the League,
add to this memorable discussion a few observations with a request to communicate their views, so that
on the work of the past four years. the fifth Assembly might be in a position to

I have taken part in all this work, and the Third examine the question again, discuss the replies
Committee showed its appreciation of my efforts received, consider the various opinions expressed,
by appointing me Rapporteur when its work at endeavour to reach some conclusion and thus to
length bore fruit. We have heard the results of weld the proposals into a general plan for security
that work criticised, and so I now venture to recall and to begin at once to devise some definite method
the theme which has taken the foremost place in of effecting a progressive reductionof armaments.
our discussions during these years, while paying That, gentlemen, is the outcome of four years
due regard, of course, to the personal opinions of of work. It forms what I may perhaps term a
my colleagues on the Committee. I will also touch complete philosophic system, a system of logic
upon the results of the present discussion. by which we have essayed to solve that formidable

It is four years since the Third Committee of the world problem, the achievement of disarmament
Assembly first dealt with the question of putting and the founding of a lasting peace.
into application Article 8 of the Covenant of the We have already received a number of replies
League, by which article the Members of the League both from States which are and from States which
were pledged to carry out a progressive reduction are not Members of the League. We have also
of armaments. heard a number of speeches analysing the question,

For two successive years we wrestled with some in support of, others criticising, the draft
the problem. After prolonged, detailed and Treaty. The speeches of Mr. MacDonald and
sometimes heated discussion, we succeeded in M. Herriot are all-important in this connection,
establishing one definite principle which has since because they offer us not merely observations
played an important part in the policy of the League or objections, but a complete and comprehensive
and indeed in European policy. 'inis principle is policy.
that the reduction of armaments should go hand Some of the replies state that the draft Treaty
in hand with the establishment of some system prepared last year has so many drawbacks as to
providing security for countries which have hitherto render it wholly impracticable and unacceptable.
been obliged to protect their national indepen- The Treaty of Mutual Assistance has been
dence and liberty by means of armaments. In criticised for its complicated and clumsy machinery.
place of this heavy and dangerous burden they It is impossible, they say, to define a case of
wish to substitute guarantees of security based aggression; the process of determining the aggressor
on reciprocal engagements between States Members is necessarily slow; complementary treaties are
of the League. dangerous, because they are largely a replica of
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the treaties of the old alliances. It is held that we as regards the guarantees of security in the Cove-
must seek our future policy either in disarmament nant, closer definition and further development
pure and simple or in compulsory arbitration, are necessary.
combined, perhaps, with measures of partial or There is another, an indirect, criticism of the
special security, such as the establishment of Treaty of Mutual Assistance. Your Treaty, say its
demilitarised zones and so forth. opponents, is an engine of war and destruction, of

Such are, in broad outline, the chief criticisms self-styled "legitimate" warfare. But force will
of the draft Treaty and of the work carried out by never bring final peace on earth. You must adopt
the League during the past four years. methods of peace, develop the various international

Let me examine these criticisms for a moment. organisations which can settle disputes between
It is said that it would be better to have nation and nation by understanding, conciliation,

disarmament pure and simple. But, I ask, how arbitration. In a word, you must settle disputes
can we adopt this somewhat crude suggestion not by armed force but by compulsory arbitration.
when we have been discussing the matter for the The establishment of compulsory arbitration
last four years and have unanimously concluded, is very desirable and very necessary, and I parti-
after earnest discussion, that disarmament and cularly applauded the admirable words spoken
security must be dealt with as one ? How can on this subject by Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, by
we shut our eyes to the fact that the League of M. Herriot and by earlier speakers, including our
Nations was created to prevent war and that the President, AI. Motta, and Dr. Nansen. I entirely
reduction of armaments is only a means to that agree with them. I have said so in my reply regarding
end ? It is surely just as possible to start a war the draft Treaty of Assistance, and I have accepted
with reduced armaments as with the armaments this principle in several treaties which I have
of to-day. There are countries with highly- signed on behalf of my country.
developed industries which, in the event of an Nevertheless, I should like to make a few
unexpected conflict, would be able to prepare for observations on the matter.
warfare on modern, technical and scientific lines, First, from the standpoint of theory: there are
with armoured cars, aeroplanes and asphyxiating cases in private as in public life, in the relations
gases, and in the short space of days or weeks could between man and man, as in those between one
overwhelm their non-industrialised neighbours. In nation and another, when it is a crime against
such a case a reduction of armaments pure and morality to refrain from the use of force to secure
simple would actually prove an immense advantage the triumph of right. Evil must be resisted, and
to them and might even tempt them to embark it is the duty of us all, it is due to our self-respect
upon a policy of adventure. as men professing the beliefs which unite us in

Responsible statesmen will thus think twice this hall, to resist evil in all places and at all times.
before accepting this course, since for them it Then there is the practical side of the question.
fails to provide any solution of the problem of If the Treaty of compulsory arbitration is signed
disarmament and of the abolition of war. only to be violated, and war breaks out, what

There is one decisive argument which we must will our attitude be ? If, as a result of our
never forget. All the Members of the League of discussions regarding disarmament, we agree that
Nations have already signed a document which is armaments must be reduced, since we have the
of capital importance for all, a document in which guarantee of compulsory arbitration-if, in spite
they solemnly proclaimed their adherence to the of all that, a weak country is attacked and invaded,
principle of the interdependence of security and the what then ? Are not all of us here, if we have
reduction of armaments. I refer to the Covenant persuaded each other by our desire for peace to
of the League, of which M. Herriot spoke this reduce armaments and place our trust in pledges-
morning with far greater authority than I. are we not, I say, to some extent responsible if an
I According to Article 8 of the Covenant, M\embers attack is made upon an unarmed country, and
of the League are required to reduce their armaments should we not in consequence be under an
to the lowest point, be it noted, consistent with obligation to come to the help of the victim, seeing
national safety. This article does not, it is true, that he had only followed our advice and been led
refer specifically to a combined mutual and general on by hopes which we ourselves had encouraged;
guarantee, but it may rightly be regarded as seeing, too, that we had given a kind of assurance
entitling those States which are askedto reduce their that our pledged word would be kept ? (Applause.)
armaments to an extent inconsistent with national In other words, effective guarantees and the pro-
safety, to lay claim, by way of compensation, to mise of assistance are not only a necessary condition
a corresponding degree of security. but they are also an inevitable consequence of

We cannot abandon a principle to which we are arbitration.
committed under the terms of the Covenant, by Suppose that a treaty of compulsory arbitration
four years of work and by a unanimous resolution has been concluded and then violated. Does that
of the Assembly. It is a principle, too, which is not call for sanctions ? Is the case not much worse
vital to the political requirements of a number of when one country attacks another, having, jointly
countries, which frankly declare that, unless the with other nations, given solemn promises in
reduction of armaments is accompanied by some writing, than when it is not bound at all and the
kind of guarantee, they cannot reduce their arma- question at issue is merely some ordinary quarrel
ments to any appreciable extent. or chance dispute affecting national honour ?

I hope you will pardon this somewhat blunt From the point of view of international morality
statement of the question. It is essential that, at the case is much more serious and sanctions are an
this important point in our discussions, we should absolute necessity. The principle of the repression
reach the heart of the matter; only by so doing of international crime must also be established on
shall we arrive at a true solution. I am particu- grounds of public morality as well as on those of
larly glad to note that the British Prime Minister, practical policy already mentioned, as a necessary
Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, although he has not consequence of the general adoption of arbitration,
expressed himself quite so definitely as I have done, as the normal means of settling international
does seem to take account of the facts. It is in disputes.
this sense that I interpret his statement that the To return to the Covenant : As M. Van Karnebeek
time is not yet ripe for a conference, that we must and MI. Herriot have already told you, it contains
first prepare the way for the elaboration of a all these ideas. We have undertaken to abide by
procedure for the reduction of armaments, and that, them; we are solemnly pledged to them. Under
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the terms of the Covenant each Member, before to-day that interest is greater than ever. I know
resorting to war, must apply to the Council for from personal experience, too, that M. Herriot,
some means of conciliation, and it is only the during the war, was one of the men who were
application of this very principle of the repression most closely associated with the great struggle
of international crime which gives the Council the for the independence and liberty of small nations,
right to take severe measures against any Member and his words this morning show that he is still
which does not obey its decisions in matters of faithful to that great tradition. (Applause.)
war or in disputes. Mr. Ramsay MacDonald said yesterday that

I might use the same argument with regard to in any great conflagration in the future the small
methods of preventing conflicts other than countries would necessarily be devastated and ruined,
arbitration, such as the establishment of demilita- notwithstanding any treaties they might have
rised zones, the special protection of threatened signed. Treaties of this nature and military treaties,
frontiers, and so on. he said, are not sufficient to ensure the security

The question always takes the same form: of nations. If that were so the future lot of the
What will happen if war breaks out despite pledge small nations would indeed be an unenviable one,
and treaty ? We cannot evade the issue. Sanctions for in politics we must reckon with every possi-
must be provided for crimes against international bility, and consequently with that mentioned by
law. Mr. MacDonald. 1, however, do not share this view,

It is clear that neither Mr. Ramsay MacDonald although I realise that the signatures at the foot
nor M. Iterriot nor the other advocates of compulsory of a treaty cannot, of course, alone suffice to ensure
arbitration regard the question in any other light., permanent security.
I believe in arbitration; but, like Mr. MacDonald, Mr. MacDonald is right. We must create a new
I realise that the question is complex, that it atmosphere and a new psychology; we must
must be closely studied, that texts must be pre- restore pacific, aye, and friendly, co-operation,
pared and that the competence of the arbitral between all nations, ex-enemy and others alike;
tribunal must be clearly established. This is a we must have compulsory arbitration if we are to
lengthy task,' and we should take it in hand at have peace and security. But even this is not
once. enough.

If the larger countries accept compulsory There are formidable obstacles confronting us
arbitration, the safety of the small is half assured. in our progress towards the ideal depicted yesterday
If effective sanctions could be provided to deal by Mr. Ramsay MacDonald in his eloquent speech.
with the violation of the arbitration clause by a The war destroyed the four great autocratic
great Power in a dispute with a small Power, then, Empires of Central and Eastern Europe and
speaking as the Minister of a small country, I wrecked the entire political, economic and social
acknowledge that the safety of small nations structure of those Empires. With the aid of our
would be assured. friends and neighbours in Central Europe we

We are, then, practically agreed. Differences were forced to enter in those countries upon a
of opinion may, of course, arise regarding the fixing campaign which is perhaps unparalleled in history.
of the sanctions, their scope and nature, the question What would have been the outcome if the hatred
whether economic sanctions are sufficient or not, and resentment kindled by the war, the hot wrath
and the question of military sanctions. Lord of chauvinism, the collapse of economic prosperity
Parmoor referred to this in his eloquent words and the chaotic conditions of administration, the
this morning. If we are to discuss the question, active propaganda for a so-called social world
however, we must do so frankly, determined at revolution that was to spread from revolutionary
all costs to arrive at some concrete result; we Russia and envelop us, Russia's nearest neighbours,
already have, I think, sufficient material for dis- in insurrections and local risings, the militarist
cussion to warrant the hope of agreement. putsch led by Kapp at Berlin, that threatened to

If we reach an agreement, an immense advance demolish the structure which the new States had
will have been made in our great endeavour to scarce had time to complete-what, I ask, would
bring about the peace of the world. have been the outcome of all this but anarchy for

Lastly, the objection has been raised with regard us and war for Europe? (Applause.)
to the Treaty of Mutual Assistance drawn up At that moment we united in groups of States
last year, that complementary or regional and concerted with a view to a common effort
agreements are dangerous. I have said that I on behalf of stabilisation and reconstruction. By
acknowledge the shortcomings of these agreements ; local agreements and treaties we and our friends
but I have also said that I dare to choose the in Central Europe laid down the broad lines of
lesser of two evils. (Assent.) We have to do so in our reconstruction policy and not only preserved
private life, and I feel convinced that in this respect our own States and. peoples, but made safe the
morality in national affairs does not differ from peace of Europe and so aided her to recover from
private morality. Treaties of this kind already the war. If we had not done so, the position might
exist and will continue to exist; we have no means well have been such that we could not have come
of preventing or abolishing them and I would here to-day to discuss the more or less distant
therefore prefer to place them under the control ideals of a permanent peace, the possibility of an
of the League and of international public opinion, early reduction of armaments and the conclusion
(Applause.) of a treaty on compulsory arbitration. (Renewed

I will not weary you by recapitulating all the applause.) Who knows whether these dangers
arguments in support of these agreements which have yet vanished ?
I brought forward last year and which I still In order to show that the ideals held by
support. The lengthy discussions which took place Mr. Ramsay MacDonald and by most of you
in the Third Committee are highly instructive. in this Assembly were never absent from our

Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, in speaking yesterday minds, I would add that, even in those dark days,
of the fate in store for small nations, was we realised that, unless we first created a new
referring in part to the question of partial atmosphere of goodwill between ourselves and
agreements. I know from personal experience those of our neighbours who were our adversaries
the keen interest which Mr. MacDonald has taken both during the war and up to the time of which
in this question for a long time past; his interest I am speaking, and unless we first established
goes back to the days before he had assumed the on a permanent basis friendly relations and a
great responsibilities which he now bears, and sense of solidarity and co-operation, we could
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never secure permanently stable conditions, even if, therefore, we wish the Covenant to worl
if stability were attained; we realised that, in satisfactorily, we should endeavour to find some
the work done for the maintenance of order by means of remedying this defect.
means that are little better than blind force, it Several prominent members of this Assembly
is impossible to dispense with those new moral have already indicated during the discussions-
and psychological forces without which there and Mr. MacDonald gave added weight to the
can be no reconciliation between the peoples. assertion by pronouncing himself. as the repre-

These are the reasons for which we have colla- sentative of the British Government, definitely
borated in a friendly, nay, in a brotherly spirit, in favour of the economic and financial sanctions
in giving assistance to Austria, and-let me contained in the Covenant-that it would not be
tell you this also-these are the reasons for which found necessary in practice to solve our difficulties
Austria and Czechoslovakia, after three centuries by concluding a new treaty. Why, it is asked, can
of enmity, concluded, three years after the signature we not rest content with the one Treaty of
of the Treaty of Peace, which was the outcome Guarantee that we have already concluded and
of that enmity, the treaty of friendship and signed, namely, the Covenant itself '? Why should
compulsory arbitration, of which no mention has we not develop, simplify, explain and consolidate
been made until to-day. (Loud applause.) My it on the logical basis of its own principles and of
Austrian colleague will certainly not contradict the desiderata set forth in the Treaty of Assistance ?
me when I say that this treaty is not a dead letter, Moreover, Mr. MacDonald suggests that we could
but is being applied in a loyal and friendly manner. devise a new system by amalgamating the available

For the same reasons we are endeavouring to material, namely, the draft Treaty drawn up last
pursue an identical policy with regard to our other year, the Covenant, and the replies from the
neighbours, by considering that all of us who Governments, and that this system should include
inhabit Central Europe, whether former allies or compulsory arbitration. This duty would fall to
no, are equal members of the same community, the Third Committee.
demanding of one another nothing save the moral In answer to this proposal I would refer you
guarantees that are conveyed by good faith, to what I have already said in the reply from the
confidence and respect for the plighted word. Czechoslovak Government to the Secretariat regard-

Such, in my view, is the part that should be ing the Treaty of Mutual Assistance. We attach
played by our regional agreements, and such no importance to the form or the diplomatic
are the benefits we have derived from them in instrument used for embodying the principles that
times of difficulty. The part to be played by these we advocate. The Covenant in itself can be regarded
agreements changes as time goes on, and my idea as a Treaty of Mutual Assistance.
was that they would gradually be assimilated into To my mind the force of certain articles in the
the general framework of the Covenant and of the Covenant has, whether tacitly or explicitly, been
Treaty of Mutual Assistance. The need for then weakened rather than strengthened in recent years.
will become less and less as the general guarantees The events of last year have given rise in various
either of the Covenant or of a Treaty of Mutual quarters to doubts concerning its effectiveness.
Assistance are established, consolidated and defined. We shall, however, be satisfied if it is thought
As soon as we begin seriously to contemplate an better to increase the efficacy and particularise
effective general guarantee we shall find that we the scope of the instrument that we already possess,
are confronted by the inevitable law of evolution. so that with a perfected instrument at our
gI have given these examples in order to make command we may be able to discharge our duties
it clear that in all our efforts on behalf of peace as Members of the League. Nevertheless, I fully
and disarmament we must never lose sight either realise the difficulties which may be encountered
of the immediate needs of the moment or of the in so doing, difficulties which will become apparent
distant goal; we must strike a middle course and and will require discussion in the debates of the
combine these two opposite but equally necessary Committee.
policies. It is a struggle between realism and A haid I do not insist on the text
idealism, and to ignore either would mean losing of I have alfready prepad d the texd
both; it would mean present disaster and nothing the draft T rea prep to accept any other
but despair for the future. Committee. I am prepared to accept any otherbut despair for the future. solution which would attain the same purpose.

A moment's thought must surely reveal to us solution which would attain the same purpose.
all that as thougmay be seen in the surcheme of assistaneo Quite recently a group of distinguished Americans

drawn up baay he see n in the scheme of assistance has submitted another important and interesting
drawn up by the American group, when once draft.
compulsory arbitration is adopted, the whole 
system of partial treaties is radically changed But, pending concrete proposals for defining
and these treaties, if brought under a scheme of the scope of the Covnant, I shall adhere to the
arbitration, at once shed all their defects and are coluos re ed a reslt of our four years'
freed from their dangerous elements, while at the . I would prefer a treaty of assistance based
same time they retain their advantages. Above upon he Covenant to any kind of new trety.
all, the guarantees which they offer are additional 
to those contained in the Covenant or in the Treaty public opinion in all countries whether or no the
of Mutual Assistance. present League of Nations is able to solve the

In his admirable speech of yesterday our colleague problem of international co-operation by an
M. van Karnebeek pointed out that the Covenant unertakng to furnis assistance in case of
already embodies practically all the principles unprovoked attack, and the problem of the
upon which the draft Treaty of Mutual Assistance repression of crime against international law.

of the Covenant ; thus interdependence, guarantees, The one category, seeing in the League differences
the reduction of armaments, conciliation, sanctions in social, political, economic and ethical conditions,
-all these find practical expression in it. differences of race, geographical differences and,

Accordingly, the Treaty of generally speaking, different degrees of civilisation,
Assistance would be inoperative on account of considers that in these circumstances it will be
the slowness of the Council's method of voting almost impossible to adjust the sacrifices to be
applies with equal force to the Covenant itself, made by some to the advantages to be derived
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by others from a general undertaking of mutual and those of M. Salandra, M. Theunis, Lord Parmoor
assistance. and others of my colleagues, I think that we can

Obligations of this nature might well entail even now describe the main features of the work
risks that were too heavy for certain States and that we have to do.
that might prove an obstacle to the success of such First, we must consider all the available material,
organisations in the world to-day. Some States, the Treaty of Mutual Assistance, the Covenant,
again, fear lest such obligations, if accepted, might the replies from the Governments, and so forth.
be disregarded at the critical moment. Their We must discuss them and afterwards state in
view shows prudence and foresight, but, in my clear and final terms the manner in which we
opinion, an excessive scepticism, although it has propose to define the guarantees of security.
some justification in certain special cases. Secondly, we must at once set to work to draw

Another class of thinkers considers the question in up some plan for the reduction of armaments that

a different light. They say quite frankly that our will be compatible with security, in preparation
discussions are idle and illusory, that human for the Conference on the reduction of armaments
nature is selfish, ruthlessly selfish, often cynical, to be convened by the League of Nations at a

and that, after all, ever since the beginning of human suitable time.
society force has always been, and always will be, Thirdly, we must immediately undertake the
the deciding factor in international relations. requisite preliminary work in order that we may

They make no secret of their opinion, they profess ourselves examine, define, elucidate and finally

it openly and draw the logical conclusions. sign the clause on compulsory arbitration. If that

I have always been opposed to this doctrine of clause can be expanded to include sanctions, it

force, just as I am, and always have been, opposed will be a sure guarantee against the possibility of

to the excessive scepticism of the first category unwarranted aggression.
of men to whom I have referred. I stand for If after this debate we can agree on these three

the happy medium. We cannot, to my mind, important points, we shall have made an immense

disregard the special circumstances of certain advance in the great fight forpeace. I am aware

countries and nations; we must not disregard those, that much remains to be done, but we may be satis-

and they are many, who persistently preach the fied if these three great principles are established

doctrine of force. before we leave Geneva this year.
The gratitude of posterity will be the supreme

In this matter I am a practical idealist; I believe reward of t ose who at the c ritical mo ment hadreward of those who at the critical moment had
that we shall succeed in discovering a means of the courage to afford some chance of peace and
adjusting the advantages enjoyed by some to the tranquillity to their countries, to Europe
sacrifices made by others. I believe a check can exhausted by war to the whole of tortured
be found for those who are ever ready to make humanity. (Loud applause.)
an unwarrantable use of force. I think that the
work of the League and the statements that we
have heard here give us every reason henceforward
to cherish this belief. If it were not so it would 32. - TIME OF MEETING OF THE ASSEMBLY:
be better to say so openly. COMMUNICATION BY THE PRESIDENT.

I believe that an illusion which is shared by
many is invariably a cause of peril, is no less perilous Th President
than the hope of finding salvation in armaments.
The old adage runs: Si vis pacern para bellur. Translation: There are still six speakers on my
Both are equally illusory. list for the present debate. Accordingly we shall

If I speak at some length. I feel, as I have said, probably have to hold two meetings to-morrow
that it is my duty to do so, since I acted as in order to finish the discussion. I do not wish to
Rapporteur for the Treaty of Mutual Assistance curtail the debate, but I think it would be well if
drafted last year. the Committees could begin work on Monday

Such is the doctrine I have upheld during the afternoon. (Hear, hear.)
discussions of the last four years, and such is T feel sure that in these circumstances delegates
the doctrine on which the draft Treaty of Mutual will agree to a meeting of the Assembly at 10.30
Assistance and the Covenant are founded. The prompt to-morrow morning. As it will probably
debates that have been held in this Assembly and be necessary to continue the discussion in the
the criticisms that have been levelled against the afternoon, I would also suggest that we begin our
Treaty demanded, in my opinion, candour and second meeting tomorrow at 3.30 p.m. and
plain speaking. continue until the close of the debate. We should

But, although the theory I have advanced is a be able to finish in good time, for the discussion is

precise and definite theory, do not imagine that I general and many of the questions which have

am merely a doctrinaire. If I contrast the two been dealt with or touched upon will come up

more or less separate arguments that have been again before the Assembly after the Committees
advocated in this hall, I realise that they can be have submitted their reports.
reconciled and combined and that the one is bound Are there any objections ?
to be the complement of the other. ^The next meeting is fixed for 10.30 p.m. to-

This morning M. Herriot emphasised in striking morrow.
and eloquent words the close connection between
three great principles. Mr. Ramsay MacDonald Th Assebl rose at 6.40 p.m.
developed the same ideas, viewed from a different
angle. If I attempt to summarise their statements
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TENTH PLENARY MEETING

SATURDAY, SEPTEM3BER 6TH, 1924, AT 10.30 A.M.

CONTENTS: The Maharajah of Bikaner, delegate of India,
33. WORK OF THE ASSEMBLY. will address the Assembly.

Proposal by the President. (The Maharajah of Riikaner mounted the platform
amidst the applause of the Assembly.)

34. REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS : CONTINUATION OF THE
DISCUSSION. The Maharajah of Bikaner (India) : Mr. President,
Speech by the Maharajah of Bikaner (India). ladies and gentlemen-May I preface my remarks

by stating that I deem it a high privilege to take35. WELCOME TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE SwISS CONFE part in the proceedings of the Assembly of the
DERATION AND CERTAIN MEMBERS OF TIE FEDERAL a o s th s emilt
CouNCrL. ALeague of Nations T Although this is the first

occasion on which it has been my good fortune toMotion by M. Parra-Perez (Venezuela). attend this Assembly, I do not come as a total
36. REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS : CONTINUATION OF THE stranger, for my association with the League of

DISCUSSION. Nations, at least indirectly, goes back to the Peace
Speeches by M. Garay (Panama) and M. Politis Conference, when it fell to my lot to conduct the

(Greece). negotiations for the inclusion of India in the
...... _______________ _membership of the League. It is therefore a matter

of special gratification to me to be present on this
President: M. MIOTTA. occasion; and on behalf of the Princes of India,

whose interests I have the honour to represent, I
33. - WORK OF THE ASSEMBLY: PROPOSAL would also take the opportunity of expressing their

BYv TiHE PRESIDENT T high regard for this assocation of the peoples of the
BY THE PRESIDENT world and their ardent interest in its great work to

The President: secure permanently the reign of peace and justice.
Translation: Before we proceed with the debate (Applause.)On behalf of India. I desire to express our entire

on the ressducti of arma ents, I wish to remind concurrence with the letter of the Prime Ministerthe Assembly of the intentions of the General of Great Britain on the subject of the proposed
Committee with regard to the agenda.Committee with regard to the agenda. Treaty of Mutual Assistance and with his powerfulThere are still six speakers on the list for the advocacy of the principle of arbitration.
debate on the reduction of armaments. It isbitration.debate on the reduction of armaments. t Soldiers, I submit, are the best judges of theimprobable, therefore, that we shall be able to horrors of war. (Hear, hear.) The flre-eaters are
conclude this morning, and it will be necessary always found in the ranks of the soldiers
to hold a meeting this afternoon. I would suggest who bear the burden of the fight, but sometimes
that the Assembly should adjourn at 1tp m., and who bear the burden of the fight, but sometimesthat the Assembly should adjourn at Pp.i., and in those of the civilians who stand and wait.before rising should decide the time for the afternoon ( lse o t c 
meeting. (Applause.)I have seen much of war in three continents andThe General Committee is anxious that the debate I wo ive my rght ha in sucontinen and
should be concluded this afternoon. We shall then wolgie right band in support of any
be able to continue the general discussion on the an the samed to reduce bth the pdanger of war
report on the work of the Council on Monday. g and the armed peace which is the precursor ofreport on the work of the Council on Monday. wa. (Applause.)
As I pointed out yesterday afternoon, we are at u e ae t e eal
present discussing the question of the reduction to rede the burden of armaments, without effe
of armaments in its broad outline. The subject to reduce the burden of armaments, without effec-of armamelnts in its broad outline. The subject tive guarantees for security, we produce amongst
will recur later in another form, when the Third te nations that sense of uneasy fear which is the
Committee ubmit its report on the variosthe nations thatsense of uneasy fear which is theCommittee submits its report on the various seed-bed of war. Whilst, therefore, we associate
suggestions and proposals referred to it. suggetionadrooslsefrrdotourselves with the ideals of those who framed theThe Assembly might meet in the morning on iththeeals of those who framed thehMonda and Tuesday anm wt meet i l then fmin proposed Treaty of Mutual Assistance, we associateMonday and Tuesday, and we should then finish ourselves no less with the Government of thethe discussion on the report on the work of the
Council; the Committees would thus be able to British Empire in rejecting it, because we feel that
begin work on Monday afternoon. the guarantees are so illusory that effective disar-

mament would leave a sense of insecurity whichIf, as we hope, the general discussion on the miaght revive the spirit of agressions
report on the work of the Council is concluded on Tot revive the spirit of aggression.
Tuesday, the following days will be devoted To the general arguments advanced in the letter
exclusively to meetings of the Committees and of the Prime Minister, to which we subscribe, thereexclusively to meetings of the Committees and
the Assembly would adjourn until the and of next1 t e adde special aruments arising fr.om thethe Assembly would adjourn until the nd of next geographical position of India. I state them nowweek or the beginning of the following weT p ortion of India. I state them nowweek or the beginning of the following weeti. because they must govern our attitude not onlyI trust that delegates will approve the General towards the proposed Treaty but towards any
Committee's suggestions. (Assent ) towards the proposed Treaty but towards any

Committee's suggestions. (Assent.) amended proposal for disarmament which may
come before this Assembly.

In India we have a frontier problem of exceptionalT34. -- ^ REDUCQTION OF ARMAMENTS: difficulty and complexity. Our border line stretches
CONTINUATION OF THE DISCUSSION from the Indian Ocean near Karachi to the confines

The President: of China and Siam. Much of that frontier is peopled
by hardy and turbulent tribes recognising no lawTranslation : The next item on the agenda but the blood feud, no higher ambition than to

is the continuation of thediscussion on tle reduction raid the peaceful dwellers in the plains. These
of armaments. tribes are saturated with arms and ammunition
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imported from Europe and, despite costly preventive With your leave, we will suspend the discussion
measures, this illicit traffic has, as Mr. Ramsay for a few minutes.
MacDonald told us, not yet been brought fullyrz 
under control. These tribes contain within their M. Parra-Prez (Venezuela)
clans some of the finest fighting material in the Translation: Gentlemen, the Venezuelan dele-
world. gation feels sure that it is expressing the wish

Other sections of the frontier consist of dense of all delegates in proposing that the Assembly
and almost pathless jungles occupied by restless should offer a hearty welcome to His Excellency
tribes, who, if they have not the exceptional the President of the Swiss Confederation and a
military qualities of those of the North-West, are number of members of the Swiss Federal Council,
nevertheless a considerable military pre-occupation. who are with us to-day. Like true democrats

Not in our time can the serious menace to the they have taken their seats among the general
security of India contained in the frontier position public.
be mitigated by the use of economic sanctions or We wish to take this opportunity of expressing
the spread of the principle of arbitration; we are our gratitude once again to the members of the
bound to take account of this in fixing our standard Federal Government for the great interest they
of military strength at the minimum point which show in our work; it is a sure sign of the growing
will ensure the safety of India. attachment of the noble Swiss people to the League

There is a further consideration to which I must of Nations.
invite the attention of the Assembly. Whilst we
hope that the present cordial relations with our (The delegates rose in their places and greeted with
neighbours may long continue, yet the fact remains prolonged applause the President and tiembers oJ
that all are not Members of the League of Nations, the Swiss Federal Council.)
and all are not, consequently, susceptible to the
moral and economic pressure which the League
may be in a position to exercise. 36. - REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS:

Again, the nations of Asia which are Members CONTINUATION OF THE DISCUSSION.
of the League are so situated geographically that
even if they accepted the responsibilities proposed The President
under the draft Treaty, commanded the means to
give India effective assistance, and had the will Translation: We will now return to the agenda.
promptly to use them, they are not in a position to M. Garay, Foreign Minister and first delegate of
render to India that immediate effective assistance Panama, will address the Assembly.
which would be essential to her security with a (M. Garay mounted the platform amidst the
reduced military establishment. The immediate applause of the Assembly.)
effect of a reduction of armaments in India would,
therefore, be to weaken the guarantees for the M. Garav (Panama):
security of the Indian people.

On these general and specific grounds, therefore, Translation: Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen
we have been driven to follow the action of the -We statesmen and diplomatists from America
Government of the British Empire in rejecting the who believe that our national interests, of which
proposed Treaty of Mutual Assistance. But because we are the guardians, are in no way incompatible
we do so, I would not have this Assembly or any with the wider interests entrusted to the steward-
member of this Assembly conclude that we are ship of the League of Nations, do not, when sent
behind any nation in the world in our desire for by our Governments to represent them at the
peace. We harbour aggressive designs towards Assembly of the League, confine ourselves merely
none. We desire nothing more than to be allowed to our official instructions. Before setting out for
to work out our destiny undisturbed by the shock Geneva we endeavour to get into close touch with
of war or the threat of war; by instinct and the main currents of public opinion at home. Each
tradition we are a pacific people. time we do so, the good sense and judgment

I have stated our position frankly because of my which we everywhere find are a source of pride
conviction that if we ignore facts we shall not ensure and gratification.
peace, but rather induce the feeling of insecurity What do our people say when we ask them their
which may lead to war. But, subject to the views on the Assemblies of the League of Nations
recognition of the conditions which I have sketched and the part which we are to play in them ? They
-a recognition essential to the discharge of our say this: Do not let us interfere in matters that
responsibilities for the security of 319,000,000 are of no real interest and of no practical concern
people, or one-fifth of the entire human race- to us; there is no occasion for us to intervene in
we associate ourselves wholeheartedly with the a discussion on questions which affect only other
principle of arbitration, and with any measures continents.
which this Assembly may take for the reduction of In asking leave to speak on the schemes proposed
armaments, for the establishment of the rule of law, for disarmament and for treaties of guarantee or
and for guaranteeing to the nations of the world mutual assistance, which are the subject of our
the untold blessings of a secured peace. (Loud discussions, I do not think that I am exceeding
applause.) the instructions of my Government or assuming

a role for which I have no warrant in expressing
the wishes of my country.

These questions are of supreme importance for
35. - WELCOME TO THE PRESIDENT OF the whole of mankind, and indeed my country

THE SWISS CONFEDERATION AND is one which is fully conscious of the perils of
CERTAIN MEMBERS OF THE FEDERAL isolation and the disadvantages inherent in a policy
COUNCIL: MOTION BY M. PARRA-PfREZ of national egotism.

Twenty-one years ago, in 1903, the newly-
(VENEZUELA). founded Republic of Panama concluded with the

Government of the United States the Treaty of
The President: Hay-Bunau Varilla. That Treaty is something
Translation : M. Parra-Perez, delegate of more than an agreement for the construction of

Venezuela, desires to bring forward a motion. the inter-oceanic canal; it is a political treaty of
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guarantee. According to Article 1 the United Though we have long since solved the funda-
States, in return for concessions made by the mental problem of our security and its corollary,
Republic of Panama in the subsequent articles, disarmament, that is no reason why we should
undertook to guarantee and maintain the inde- ignore the troubles of other nations or turn a deaf
pendence and sovereignty of Panama. Accordingly ear to the countries that are still groaning beneath
at the time when my country became a part of the the burden of taxation imposed upon them by
community of nations, the vital problem of its the armed peace and the fear of further aggression.
security wa? solved. Far from it. Our delegation, fully conscious as

The Government then decided to free the people it is of its duties of co-operation and solidarity,
from the burdens and dangers involved in the will closely follow the proceedings of the Third
maintenance of a standing army; it commenced Committee and will endeavour by all means in its
disbandment within a few months after the signing power to hasten the dawn of a new era of justice
of the Treaty of Guarantee with the United States and international confidence that shall gradually
of America and the promulgation of our political dispel the tragic memories of imperialism and war.
constitution. All that was retained was a gendar- (Loud applause.)
merie, an armed police for the needs of our internal
security and for the maintenance of public order rturning to his seat, M. Gar s reetedby rene,'rec and unanimous applause.)The sums thus released from the public treasury reneed and una s pplase.)
have been employed in the development of edu- The President
cation, in the construction of new roads and in former Minister for
different public works. Our policy has been to rid olitis, forer iir 
the country of militarism and to instil in the |Foreign Affairs and first delegate of Greece, willthe country of militarism and to instil in the ar t Assembly.
people the love of peace and the spirit of industry. r ssemy
(Applause.) (M. Politis mounted the platform amidst the

There was nothing in the Hay-Bunau Varilla applause of the Assembly.)
Treaty or in our Constitution compelling us to M. Politis (Greece):
adopt the policy of moral and material disarmament
that we have followed from the first. On the Tanslaton: Mr. President, ladies and gentle-
contrary, our Treaty with the United States pro- men-At the point which we have now reached in
vides for the free passage through the Canal of all this important discussion, after the lofty and
ships, troops and munitions of war belonging to eloquent speeches that you have heard, there is no
Panama. In the same Treaty Panama undertakes need for oratory. Allow me, however, to submit
not to impose compulsory military service on persons a few general remarks which will, I hope, help to
employed by the Government of the United States elucidate the two principal points that appear to
on canal services or on the auxiliary railway. have emerged from the discussion.
Our country has thus preserved freedom of action T first of these two points is that we must take
as regards military preparations and, if we have into account the text of the Covenant. The second
disbanded our army. we have done so without is that there is a general desire-I trust a unanimous
constraint and of our own free will. desire-to employ arbitration and international

Our Constitution lays down, in the chapter on justice as the basis on which to erect our edifice
the armed forces of the State, that all citizens of of peace.
Panama shall be called to the colours in case of We are unanimous in thinking that first and
political emergency, that the conditions of foremost we must bear in mind what is written in
exemption from military service shall be determined the Covenant. ut whereas some regard its pro-
by law, that the military and police services shall visions as a complete and perfect charter of peace,
be organised by law, that the country shall have a giving every desirable security and guarantee,
permanent defensive force, that offences committed others consider that the Covenant only provides
by soldiers serving with the colours shall be tried an incomplete system, which must be str engthened
by courts martial and military courts, and that the if-to use M. Herriot's expressionthe Covenant
Government has the sole right to import and is to be made a living" thing.
manufacture arms and munitions of war This divergency of views is more apparent than

real-- nothing more, in fact, than asimplemisunder-
When, therefore, in hMay 19d23 my diAstnguihed standing, for we have only to read the Statutes

colleague, who is with us to-day, M. A. de Mello- by which we are governed w
Franco, chief of the Brazilian delegation, in a to them and without omitting from them,

tolerated, o mithers ting are expresslything forbiddenm,

stirring speech delivered at one of the last meetings
of the fifth Pan-American Conference of antigo,the ations estab ed

proposals forf the Lhe conditions laid downinArticles12, 13 and15.

extolled the example set by Panaoma in the matter as is o on suose foi
of disaconfirmamed this mostt and ddeit is againhat our CovenanstitutiofI disarmfeel that thena ad ta uCIt does not abolish the right, which States have longkforbade us to maintain an ary, I felt I must considered to be their elementary rigt, to resort
correct him and state that we had waived the to force of arms The Preamble of the Covenant
exercise of our Constitutional right to maintain a merely states that the High Contracting Parties
standing army, not by virtue of a provision in a accept obligations not to resort to war. Thus the
treaty or of a nn article in our Consitution, but of ovenant does toherte certain wars namely, warsour own free will and in application of our sovereign delred hree months after the expiry of the
rinhts, by a free and spontaneous decision whichi thZ!) d to the merit of our action, moratorium imposed by Article 12. If such wars

added to the merit of our action. are tolerated, others are expressly forbidden
The Prime Minister of Great Britain has told for instance, wars which constitute a brea ch of the

us of his warm approval of the Danish Government's Covenant in disregard of the obligations establishedproposals for the reduction of that country's in the conditions laid down in Articles 12, 13 and 15.
armaments, and the Danish Prime Minister has Thus, only some wars, not all wars, are prohibited
himself confirmed this most gratifying report. and it is against such wars that the Covenant
I feel that the Assembly may also be interested to provides for certain sanctions.
know, not what Panama proposes to do, but what The problem is, therefore, twofold: Should we
she has actually achieved, since in the matter of extend to all wars the prohibition laid down by
disarmament she has anticipated by more than the Covenant with reference only to certain wars f
twenty years the boldest steps yet taken by any Are the sanctions that it lays down against those
Power, great or small, in any continent. wars which it does prohibit, really adequate f
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These sanctions are, firstly, economic sanctions, I myself feel it my duty to do so, because I realise
those mentioned in Article 16. Proof has already that in pacifist propaganda the notion of arbitration
been given, and there is no need for me to repeat has often proved a mirage which has prevented
it, that, useful as they are, these sanctions are far even men of sound judgment from seeing the facts
from adequate. We may even visualise the confronting them. (Applause.)
possibility of the aggressor State being rich in raw Let us speak out with candour and conviction.
materials, a country with vast exports, on which There is nothing more misleading for men, and
many other countries depend; in this case, the especially for nations, than to indulge in high hopes;
enforcement of economic sanctions would, I consider, hope has too often plunged us in the perilous slough
be liable to do more harm to the country enforcing of illusion. (Renewed applause.)
them than to the country against which they were What, now, do we mean when we advocate corn-
enforced. pulsory arbitration ? How far does our plea imply

In addition to economic sanctions the Covenant amendment of the Covenant ?
provides for certain military sanctions. This is a Arbitration is not new to the Covenant. Article
point which we must not overlook. 12 introduces it: Article 13 provides the machinery.

The Covenant establishes the principle of these By combining these two provision we shall gain
sanctions in what I will call the kernel of the matter, a clear idea of the manner in which the system
namely, the clause in which the countries are works.
invited to consider in what way they can reduce Whenever a serious dispute arises between two
their armaments. In determining the lowest point Members of the League, they are bound to submit
to which armaments can be reduced Article 8 it to pacific procedure. The nature of the procedure
takes account not only of the requirements of varies according to the nature of the dispute. If the
national safety but also of the execution of the dispute is of a legal nature the States are recom-
obligations imposed by common action. mended to resort to arbitration. If the dispute is of

In the second paragraph of Article 16, again, a nature other than legal they are invited to appear
provision is made for the military forces to be before the Council, and to accept its good offices
contributed by the States Members of the League and mediation.
to the armed forces to be used in order to ensure Observe with what caution, with what prudence
respect for the engagements made. and wisdom, Articles 12 and 13 were worded. Even

Lastly, and most important of all, Article 10, in the case of a juridical dispute the Covenant does
which is a vital article, enjoins mutual respect not ipso facto bind States to compulsory arbitration.
and guarantees for territorial integrity; it invests The obligation only comes into play if both parties
the Council with power to advise upon the means agree as to the legal nature of the dispute.
by which this obligation shall be fulfilled. Four years ago, at the time when the Statute of

Without concrete rules for its enforcement, the the Permanent Court of International Justice was
capital obligation established in Article 10 is far being drawn up, it was proposed that we might
from being effective in practise. When, in the build up the breach in the wall left unfilled until
discussions in this Assembly last year, we attempted then, in view of the caution shown in this matter
to sift the meaning of this article, the interpretation by those who 'drafted the Covenant. The eminent
accepted by the majority of the States was that jurists who were entrusted by the Council with
the Council only had power to recommend, and the elaboration of the preliminary draft Statute
that the final decision upon the expediency and unanimously agreed to include in it the compulsory
extent of the military support to be furnished by jurisdiction of the Court.
the Members to the Council fell within the sovereign The Council, however, was averse to so bold an
competence of the States. innovation, and, notwithstanding the cogent pleas

In these circumstances can it be said that the advanced in the 1920 Assembly, the advocates of
system of economic and military guarantees compulsory arbitration were obliged to accept
provided for in the Covenant furnishes suffiieeit a compromise, optional jurisdiction, supplemented
security to make it possible to invite the States by the compensatory clause contained in paragraph
to abolish or reduce their military forces ? I am 2 of Article 36 of the Statute. This article lays
quite certain that no State which felt that it was down that there should be an open Protocol
actually threatened would be in a position to accept whereby the States would undertake to accept
so shadowy a guarantee in return for that afforded the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court for the
by its own resources. three classes of legal disputes mentioned in Article

It can therefore be concluded that, on the basis 13 of the Covenant.
of the Covenant alone, there is complete and entire What has happened? Three years have elapsed
justification for the conception of a treaty of mutual since this clause entered into force. Only fifteen
assistance which is intended to. make the Covenant States have accepted the optional protocol on
an effective and a vital instrument. compulsory jurisdiction and not a single great

That is the first observation that I wish to make. Power is included in the number. In saying this I
Proof that we are unanimous in thinking that do not mean to criticise, I wish merely to record

the Covenant in its present form is inadequate, the fact before asking the following question.
and that we all consider that it must be completed After all the hesitation, the uncertainty and the
to allow for the claims with regard to security, is apprehension that the States have shown in regard
to be found in the advocacy in all quarters of the to compulsory arbitration, can we in a single day
idea of compulsory arbitration and judicial pro- cover the long road that lies ahead before we can
cedure. reach our final goal, namely, justice through the

I was extremely glad when I heard the enforcement of the obligation on all States and in
distinguished heads of the Governments of the all cases?
Great Powers represented here declare that they I sincerely wish it were possible, but I strongly
were prepared to accept compulsory arbitration. doubt whether it is.
I was extremely glad, I say, when I heard these When, the other day, I had the pleasure of
noble words upon their lips, for the nations must listening to the masterly speech of the Prime
be brought to follow the path of justice. But at Minister of Great Britain, I was extremely glad
the same time I could not help wondering if it to hear him declare that he was prepared to accept
would not be wise to sift this idea a little more the jurisdiction of a court before which a11 nations
closely, if it was not our duty to ascertain whether would be able to explain their policy and to reveal
this magic formula contained a. genuine reality, their most secret wishes. But whilst I warmly
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approved his statement, I could not but wonder tration, guarantees are needless because they are
of what judges this court could be composed? useless.
On what basis would a Court entrusted with this Is the position the same as regards compulsory
solemn duty render its award? arbitration ? What do we mean by compulsory

An allusion dropped by Mr. MacDonald has, I arbitration ? Here the pledge to submit disputes
believe, enabled me to perceive what was at the to the tribunals is given before any dispute arises.
back of his mind. He alluded to the possibility It is given in anticipation of future disputes. The
of setting up several courts of different kinds and Contracting States, when concluding their treaty,
of varying composition to be entrusted with this have no idea when the conflict will break out, how
mission of peace and mediation. It seems to me it will arise or how serious it will be. They agree to
that the practical result of this suggestion would a kind of lottery, if you will excuse the word; and
be the following: there would be an organ-a court. they display a remarkable amount of confidence
if you will-before which any country that felt in international justice. A long time may elapse
itself menaced would be entitled to summon its between the date of the arbitration treaty and
presumptive adversary; and if the latter failed to the date when an award is delivered. Very likely
appear, or if he appeared but refused to comply the same men will no longer be in power. Public
with the decision or recommendation of that body, opinion will have changed. There will no longer
he would de jure be considered the aggressor and be that sense of newness which adds weight and
would be held responsible for subsequent distur- sanctity to the pledge. The determination to abide
bances of the peace. by it weakens and wavers-and the door is opened

It is a most valuable idea. The proposed system to a refusal to carry out the award.
is an attractive one. It is, I believe, also a I am not merely theorising; I will give you
practicable one. But though this be so, it has nothing a characteristic example of the necessity for
to do with arbitration or with justice. It is purely a proceeding with caution along the road to compul-
system of mediation and conciliation; and if I sory justice. A few years ago the five republics of
have read aright what was in the mind of the Central America, at the suggestion of the great
author of this felicitous proposal, I would ask Republic of the United States, concluded a treaty
you another question. How do you propose to establishing a Court of Justice for a period of ten
reconcile this system with that set forth in Article 12 years in the first instance, the period being renewable
of the Covenant ? Are you determined to transfer at the end of that time. The Court had powers
to a new body powers of mediation at present of compulsory jurisdiction to deal with every
vested in the Council ? I merely ask a question; conceivable case, without exception, both for
I am not raising an objection. political and juridical questions. Eight years later

I have one more point to raise, the most impor- a political dispute arose between two of these
tant of all. republics and a third over a treaty which the latter

Whether the system we are discussing consists had made with another Power. The first two
of arbitration or of mediation, is it in itself an republics maintained that the treaty entailed a
adequate system ? Are not sanctions required ? serious infringement of their rights, and asked the
Are there not guarantees to be observed ? What third not to ratify it. As they did not receive
would happen if a State that was cited refused to satisfaction in this respect they brought their
appear before the international court, or refused complaint before the Court.
to conform to the award rendered ? The Court did its best. The case proceeded with

Lord Parmoor told us yesterday that guarantees a. wealth of legal argument, and judgment was
were of but little importance to us, since history eventually given against the signatory of the
shows that arbitration has been tested and found treaty. The State concerned refused to carry out
sufficient in itself, and since it had the peculiar the award and as a result the Court was entirely
property of enforcing its awards by the will of discredited and no more cases were submitted to it;
the parties. He added that in the long list of awards on the expiration of the first period of ten years
given during the nineteenth and at the beginning its mandate was not renewed.
of the present century, there is no single instance The sequel was that the States concerned,
of refusal to accept the arbitrator's decision. realising that they had been too ambitious and had

I have no desire to quibble on matters of detail; aimed too high, made a new treaty at the beginning
it is a fact, however, that there have been cases of of last year, establishing a new tribunal with a much
refusal, sometimes justifiable but sometimes entirely more limited jurisdiction.
unjustifiable. There was one case, which took This is a lesson of the first importance, and it
place not long ago-a few years at most-in the bears out the theories which I put before you just
New World. In this case one of the States was now. It shows that when arbitration is optional
obliged to resort to force to ensure the execution guarantees are useless, but that when arbitration
by the other State of the award pronounced against is compulsory, they are indispensable. (Loud
it. It is the exception, however, that proves the applause.)
rule. Lord Parmoor's statement is correct. In the Moreover, the power of imposing sanctions in
vast majority of cases, arbitral awards have been international judicial procedure is not inconsistent
loyally accepted. And why ? What is the explana- with the terms of the Covenant. At the end of
tion of this loyal observance of arbitral decisions ? Article 13 the Covenant states-in somewhat vague
Simply that arbitration was an optional matter. and indefinite terms, it is true-that the Council

What is optional arbitration ? It is a suit brought is competent to adopt measures for ensuring that
on the basis of a special agreement which is known the awards are carried out. There is here a system
as a compromis or arbitration clause and which of sanctions which is barely outlined but whichonly becomes operative after the inception of the will undoubtedly develop in the future.
dispute, that is to say, at a time when the Govern- In the International Labour Organisation the
ments concerned are in a position to know the idea has reached a somewhat later stage of develop-
responsibilities which they will incur by going to ment, and it is laid down in Article 419 of the
law. It is an agreement by which the States pledge Treaty of Versailles, and in the corresponding arti-
themselves, with their eyes open, loyally to accept cles in the other treaties of peace, that Members
the judgment of the court. (Applause.) When of this Organisation are entitled to carry out
judgment has been pronounced, perhaps some weeks reprisals-which are a kind of sanction--against
or months later, a State cannot honourably evade any country which refuses to accept an adverse
obligations of such recent date. In optional arbi- decision.
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This idea stands as a landmark to guide us munity of nations can offer it an equally sure
on our road, and it is my profound belief that guarantee. (Renewed applause.)
it will develop into a system of sanctions, commen- The League provides us with the framework
surate with the obligations assumed. of an international organisation, but, unlike the

Why, after all, should the principles of inter- goddess of old, it has not sprung fully armed from
national law differ from those of national justice ? the brain that conceived it. The power it can offer
Why should justice as the handmaiden of inter- us is not as yet sufficient to justify us in surrendering
national peace, possess some higher virtue enabling our own power. But at any rate it ought to co-
it to dispense with those safeguards which have ordinate the individual forces of States, so that,
at all times and in all countries been considered with those combined forces, some adequate
as indispensable for the preservation of internal guarantee may be provided which will induce States
peace and order ? (Applause.) to give up at any rate part of their own armaments.

A few more words, and I have done. It is not sufficient that the splendid tower of
Whatever aspect of the problem we examine, peace which we are one and all working with

we find that it is impossible to lay a solid foundation eager hearts to erect should be given the good
for international peace unless the nations are sure and solid foundations of justice. It is necessary in
of the necessary security, and we realise that the order that it may bear the weight of that burden of
structure of the League of Nations cannot be armaments which one day we shall place upon the
different from that of other human societies. In summit, that the walls should be strongly built of
no human society, at no time and in no country the granite stone of security.
have men been able to trust to the dictates of
moral virtue or the force of law alone to safeguard (Loud and prolonged applause. On resuming his
their lives, their honour, their property and their seat the speaker was congratulated by a large number
freedom. In primitive times the savage armed in of his colleagues.)
self-defence against his neighbour; only by degrees Th Priden
could he venture to trust to other than his own
resources, as in the process of time the community, Translation: I propose that the Assembly now
by its organisation, that is to say, its laws, its judges adjourn until this afternoon at half-past three
and its police, substituted its collective force for o'clock. (Assent.)
that of its individual members. (Loud applause.) There are still four speakers on the list for the

The same holds good with regard to the League discussion on the reduction of armaments, but
of Nations. No State which has a proper regard I hope we may conclude the discussion at this
for its life, its dignity and its honour will ever afternoon's meeting.
consent to surrender the guarantee it holds in
virtue of its own power, unless and until the com- The Assembly rose at 1.2.30 p.m.

ELEVENTH PLENARY MEETING
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 6TH, 1924, AT 3.30 P.M.

CONTENTS: due to chance variations in geographical or ethnical
conditions or to the fact that they have reached

37. REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS : CONCLUSION OF THE different stages of civilisation. But there is one
DISCUSSION. RESOLUTION. factor which places all on the same level and
Speeches by M. de Mello-Franco (Brazil), Mr. Dan- requires each of them, great or small, strong or

durand (Canada), M. Quifones deLe6n (Spain), weak, to show the same respect for all the others.
M. Villegas (Chile), M. Urrutia (Colombia), This factor is that they are all alike in being
Mr. MacDonald (British Empire) and M. Herriot sovereign nations.
(France). Some nations may be more cultured, more wealthy

or more powerful than others, but the world is no
longer divided, as in medieval times, between

President: M. MOTTA. an all-powerful aristocracy of States on the one
hand and, on the other, an almost nameless multi-

37. - REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS trude of countries whom the stronger States merely

CONCLUSION OF THE DISCUSSION. RESO allowed to exist on sufferance
Through that great organisation, the League

LUTION. of Nations, weaker States have at length found a
platform from which to address the whole world.

The President: We are to-day the witnesses of a great
Translation: The first item on the agenda is achievement: each one of fifty-four States can

the continuation of the discussion on the reduction ask the opinion of all the others upon a draft
of armaments. Treaty of Mutual Guarantee, which is considered

I have the honour to ask M. de M"ello-Franco, the sine qua non for the reduction of armaments,
Ambassador and first delegate of Brazil, to address and this reduction in its turn has become one of
the Assembly. the essential conditions of peace, as is recognised

and proclaimed by Article 8 of the Covenant.
(M. de Mello-Franco mounted the platfolrm amidst It is clear from the replies already received from

the applause of the Assembly.) Governments and communicated by the Secretariat
that the idea of the formation of a body capable

M. de Mello-Franco (Brazil): of establishing general security for all the States
Translation: Mr. President, ladies and gentle- has, in principle, gained their support. The whole

men-There is a natural inequality among nations, world, in fact, is eager for peace and condemns
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war in so many words as the most heinous of for American countries to afford each other
international crimes. assistance in the air.

On the other hand, every Government has made I do not intend to enter upon a criticism of the
reservations regarding the draft prepared by the draft prepared by the Temporary Mixed Comission,
Temporary Mixed Commission on the basis of the but I would like to remind you of the statements
proposals submitted by Lord Robert Cecil and made by delegates of my country in previous
Colonel Rdquin. Several countries have rejected years on certain aspects of the question.
it altogether. It may therefore reasonably be In our opinion the great merit of the draft is
claimed that this first attempt does not appear that it defines the guarantees provided for in
likely to succeed. But the idea itself has in no way Articles 10 and 16 of the Covenant with regard
suffered from this setback. Fortunately, as the to the economic, financial and industrial assistance
Prime Minister of Great Britain declared in his to be rendered to the State attacked. Unfortunately,
eloquent speech on Thursday, the great Powers however, the promise of military assistance would
have not said their last word on the subject, and not prevent the opening of hostilities. This
it is they who are most directly responsible for the assistance, as conceived by the system adopted in the
maintenance of world peace. It is they, too, who draft, could not become effective until the actual
have most urgent need .of relief from the crushing development of military operations; it could
burden of the military machine, not prevent the first attack or invasion,

The Members of the League of Nations have Such a, method would have brought us no nearer
undertaken to respect and preserve as against to our ideal of abolishing war; all we should have
external aggression the territorial integrity and done would have been to bring into action by
existing political independence of each one of their degrees the forces necessary to win a war.
number. In the draft Treaty, however, an attempt These defects in the draft Treaty can only be
was made to devise some organic form for this remedied by means of partial or regional treaties
mutual assistance and the obligation to assist a supplementing the original treaty. But there
State in the event of attack was, in principle, are numerous objections to partial treaties. It is
restricted to other States in the same continent, claimed, in particular. that they are closely akin
This restriction, which would have left Australia to the old treaties of alliance, which were a source
without assistance, would also have rendered the of mistrust, which led to reprisals in the form of
Treaty inoperative as far as the American States counter-treaties of the same kind, gave rise to
are concerned. This becomes strikingly evident competitive armaments and so bred wars.
when we remember that the United States do not This draft is admittedly imperfect as regards
belong to the League. general assistance, since Article 6 expressly states

Moreover, the American countries that are Mem- that in order to make that assistance immediately
bers of the League are not armed, and would in the effective the contracting parties may conclude,
event of aggression be unable to give any assistance either as between two of them or as between a
to the country attacked, whoever the aggressor larger number, agreements complementary to the
might be. Treaty, exclusively for the purpose of their mutual

It is also absurd to imagine that any American defence and intended solely to facilitate the carrying
State would attack another American State. But out of the measures prescribed in a general treaty,
supposing, for the sake of argument, that it were determining in advance the assistance which they
possible, the assistance upon which any American would give each other in the event of any act
State could rely in the event of attack would clearly of aggression.
be negligible. Such assistance would necessarily Whatever the dangers and drawbacks of partial
depend upon the period of mobilisation of the treaties, it is undeniable that, when a State
assisting State, its transport facilities, the examines the possibilities of future wars, it can
organisation of its supplies and the existence of within certain limits foresee which opponent is
special bases of operation. But as a general rule likely to attack it, and it accordingly organises
the American States could not fulfil these its armaments with an eye to the nature and
requirements, and in the absence of the necessary gravity of the danger to which it is exposed on
resources it would be impossible on practical any given frontier. For the same reason, a State
grounds for them to render any assistance at all. will take care to conclude regional treaties in order

As regards naval assistance, the American to secure the support of other States with a view.
countries, with the exception of the United States, in particular, to the protection of its most
could give none, for few of them possess even a threatened frontier.
small navy. Several, indeed, are specifically bound Thus, even though we object to partial treaties
by special treaties not to maintain a navy. How from the psychological standpoint, the essence of
then could they be expected under the terms of a the problem before us is, after all, to assure national
general treaty to give naval assistance, seeing that security, and it would be most unreasonable to
many of them possess'no naval forces whatever ? reject such a solution altogether without finding

The same may be said with regard to the air. some other means of offering security to threatened
It is generally regarded as an axiom of air warfare States and of allaying their anxieties by affording
that military aircraft must, to operate effectively, an effective guarantee of peace and an assurance
start from aerodromes situated within 250 kilo- of protection against external aggression.
metres of their objective. This arm cannot be used Failing such security there can be no disarma-
for greater distances unless its transport and ment, and without disarmament it is impossible
supplies have previously been organised for that to remove for ever the perils of war.
purpose. Immediate action from the point of view For four years we have been vainly seeking
of defence is essential in order to prevent the a solution of this difficult problem, but this does not
passage of the enemy's bombing machines and, mean that it cannot be solved. The long-sought
from the point of view of attack, to prevent a solution will, nay, must be found in time as we draw
concentration of these machines. Thus, in view nearer to thoselofty ideals which guided the illustrious
of the topographical conditions obtaining on the authors of the Covenant. It will be found in a new
American continent, the air forces available will world conscience and a moral atmosphere more
usually be limited to those which can be supplied favourable to the development of those institutions
by neighbouring countries. Obstacles such as the -chief and greatest among which is this Assembly-
gigantic and almost impassable wall of the Andes which have so profoundly modified the structure
would obviously render it impossible, in most cases, of the former international law.
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